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Paris Father,
Daughter Die
In Hazel Crash

JAWS OF UFE — James Hombucide with Murray Fire Department uses a
"jaws of Life" extraction machine in an Men*tofree a Paris,Tertn.,Tather
and daughter pinned in ..their vehicle in a wreck at Hazel Wednesday'afternoon. The pair, Jess D. Lamb, 51, and Delisa D. Lamb, 16 were pronoun-

ced dead on arrival at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Authorities said
Ste icciderti happened aboutMO p.m.

A Paris, Tenn., father and daughter
were dead on arrival at MurrayCalloway County Hospital Wednesday
afternoon after their car skidded out of
control and bit a utility pole in Hazel.
Kentucky State Police identified the
victims as Jess Dennis Lamb, 51, and
his daughter, Dense Lamb, 16, both of
332 Edgewood, Paris.
Statepolice said the two were headed
north on U.S. 641 and were inside Ihe
Hazel city limits when the accid'int
happened.
State police said thejcar, driven by
the father, left the highway coming into
a curve at Hazel, traveled through an
intersection and struck a sign on the
east side of the highway, causing the
car to go out of control. State police said
the car then traveled across the road
and hit a utility pole. Both occupants
were pinned in the car, state police
said.
Authorities .called Murray Fire
Department and personnel there
rushed their "Jaws of Life" extraction
.uiprnent to the scene. Per*Innel with
the department worked over.15 minutes
trying to free the pair, stutheritles
Also at the scene were eilloiray-County
Fire-Rescue personnel.

Threat Of Halted Delivery Of Freight In Downiown
Ends With Mayor's Orderfor Ticket-Wigatortuth
unloading problems in the downtown
The threat of halting delivery of
area."
freight in Murray's downtown business
The controversial problem has been
district has been averted, at least
discussed on several ocassions at
temporarily, by a written order from
recent meetings of the City Council and
Mayor Melvin B. Henley.
councilman Billy Salentine, chairman
Paschall Truck Lines owner Tony
of the council's public safety comWaller today said his firm Would
mittee, said he expects his committee
continue deliveries "as usual"
to finalize a recommendation at a
following the mayor's issuance of a
meeting later today.
"written moratorium on writing tickets
The major problem apparently is the
to Paschall Truck Lines."
lack of adequate unloading areas at
The mayor took the action late
Wednesday afternoon after Waller had
many places of business. The only way
for trucks to unload at some firms to to
announced that his firm would cease
delivering freight to dorintown
partially or completely block the street.
Councilman W. R. Furches has
businesses because of "harrassment"
complained about trucks blocking
on the part of city officials.
streets while unloading at practically
The mayor said the moratorium on
every meeting of the council in recent
citations against Paschall would
weeks and has urged the committee to
remain in force until "the council can
arrive -et---sorne decisiorr-Arr--4iir--=- tome up with a solution. The majority

of Furches' complaints have centered
on trucks blocking Seventh Street while
delivering to Parker Ford.
The public safety committee, Waller,
and representatives of the Downtown
Merchants association discussed the
problem a few weeks ago and at that
time, Waller said, he was told a
moratorium on citations against
delivery trucks would be in force until
the council arrived at a solution to the
problem.
But the issue came to a head
yesterday morning when city police
cited a Paschall Truck for blocking
Seventh Street while delivering to
Parker Ford. Police Chief Brent
Manning said the citation was issued
after Councilman Furches "told me to
write the ticket."

-Surches said yesterday that he had
waited three months for the council to
take action on the matter and that he
thought the moratorium on the citations
had been lifted. He also said he plans to
seek a restraining order prohibiting the
trucks from blocking Seventh Street.
Waller, in announcing his plans to
halt deliveries, said Wednesday that he
feels his firm has been singled out by
city officials.
"I feel like I've been abused because
there's no other truck line delivering in
the city that has been cited," Waller
said. "It seems like they are picking on
me."
Prior to the mayor's moratorium.
Waller said his trucks - which deliver
about 75 percent of the freight received

Gov. Carroll Says He's Willing To Amend Call
Allowing Change- In Prolects Funding Means
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
Julian Carroll said today he would be
willing to amend the call of the special
session of the General Assembly to
allow the legislature to change the
method of funding state construction
projects.
Carroll told the state Senate, meeting
as a committee of the whole, that he felt
the operation of the capital construction
fund could be changed by amending the
budget bill -which is on the agenda of
the special session.
''But if it can't, I woulkbe more than
glad to amend the call,'' Carroll said.
Carroll claimed he has already
changed the funding procedure through
executive action to provide a specific
amount of money for each approved
project. In a letter to the legislature
Wednesday Carroll recommend it put
the change into statute.
He said that previously, money appropriated for capital construction was
lumped into a pool with the executive

branch making the decision on what
approved building projects would be
built with the available funds.
Carroll said he feels there is a substantial amount of confusion
surrounding the current special session
of the General Assembly, especially
about the operation of the capital
construction fund.
'The major point I hope to make to
you is the operation of the capital
construction fund is a matter of
history," Carroll said. -We have
changed the present method of funding
projects on July 1,1978."
Carroll also claimed that reports of a
$77 million surplus are misleading.
"The perception that $77 million can
be given to the public without reducing
spending and services is wrong,"
Carroll said.
"You cannot and there is no way for
you to give the public a tax reduction
without a corresponding reduction in
programs and projects," Carroll said,

repeating the line of argulnent he used
last week in testifying before the joint
House and Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committees.
is a conclusion you cannot
escape," Carroll said. "The quicker
you face it, the quicker you can enact a
responsible program and go home."
The action, taken in a closed
Democratic caucus Wednesday, came
in response to public outcry over a $15
increase in most traffic fines and
higher court costs established by the
1978 General Assembly.
The proposed legislation would
reduce minimum fines by $5; reduce
court costs where court appearances
are involved from 127.50 to $20; reduce
court costs for motorists who prepay
speeding tickets from $17.50 to $10, and
reduce court costs for all other prepayable misdemeanors to $17.50.
The legislation would mean substantial savings if enacted. For
example, a motorist caught for running

a stop sign would pay $37.50 instead of
the current $52.50, and a motorist
clocked speeding six miles over the
limit would pay $26 if he prepaid the
fine instead of the current $38.50.
Rep. Hank Hancock, D-Frankfort,
chairman of the Committee on Highways and Traffic Safety, said many
legislators originally wanted to abolish
the $15 increase, but were persuaded
that the fine has been a deterrent.
House Democrats approved a
package of legislation earlier this week
to limit property tax increases and to
abolish the sales tax on residential
utilities.
The Senate finished its questioning of
two top administration official- and
received a letter from the governor in
which he said it would take $97 million
to complete all state construction
projects approved by the General
Assembly prior to the current budget.

President's Suggestion Rejected

Iranian Factions Trying To Make Peace
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - The new
Iranian government sent an envoy
today to seek peace with Ayatullah
Khomeini, its most dangerous enemy,
but aides to the Moslem holy man said
he would not negotiate with the
emissary and he rejects President
Carter's call to give the new government a chance.
Clashes between demonstrators and
soldiers loyal to Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi continued for a sechnd day
today, and six to '20 persona were
reported killed. Workers and farmers
reportedly were trying to seize

property of the royal family in the
provinces.
Sources here said Jalal Tehrani, head
of the Regency Council standing in for
the shah during his forced vacation
abroad, was dispatched to meet on
Friday in Paris with Khornaini. The 78year-old Shiite patriarch lives in exile
outside Paris and heads the opposition
to the shah and the government he left
behind him.
In France the Ayatullah's top aide,
Ibrahim Verdi, said Khomeini would
not receive Tehrani "unless he has
some other thing on his mind" than

discussion of a reconciliation with the
new government of Prime Minister
Shahpour Bakhtiar. Yazdi said such
talks were "out of the question.",;
Military sources said troops opened
fire on anti-shah demonstrators in
Dezful, 60 miles north of the oil city of
Ahwaz. They reported six persons
killed and more than a dozen wounded,
but other sources reported 20 killed.'
Thirty érsons were reported killed
Wednesday in Ahwaz when loyalist
trove fired on tens of thousands of
demonstrators jubilant over the shah'
departure from
Iran Tuesday. Mnrc
_

violence was feared Friday, when the
religious leadec heading the opposition
to the shah, Ayatullah Khomaini, has
called for peaceful demonstrations in
honor of the 7th century founder of the
Shiite Moslem sect.
Army sources also reported that
Kurdish tribesmen attacked an army
'post at Gourish, on the Iraqi border,
killed tWo of the post's five soldiers and
wounded two,then surrounded the post.
The shah supported the Kurds in their
rebellion against the gdvernmerif of
Iraq until 1974, when he and the radical
Iraqie patched up their differences.

by downtown businesses - would not
deliver in the downtown area until he
knows "what the City of Murray wants
us to do."
After being advised of the mayor's
moratorium on citations Waller said his
firm would deliver on a normal
schedule "until we have any more
problems.
"As long as we don't get citations we
will deliver freight to our customers
who we need to service," Waller said
this morning.

Calloway High
Choir Raising
The Calloway County High School
Choir today began a fund raising
project in an effort to raise approximately $1,000 for a scheduled trip
to Six Flags Over Mid-America near St.
Louis.
The choir members will be taking
orders for useful kitchen aids, according to a spokesman.
The selection will include attractive
placemats and coasters, vanilla
scented candles, candle holders, and
acrylic cutting boards and hot pads,
officials said. These items will be
especially useful in the home and as
gifts.
Choir members will be canvassing
the community to take orders beginning today. The products will be
delivered in about three weeks, the
spokesman said.
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chance of
rain
A good chance of rain, possibly
beginning with a brief period of
freezing rain, and lows near 30.
Rain likely on Friday with highs
in the mid to upper 40s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monderotalls
for rain to end on Saturday, then
becoming clear and a little colder
Sunday and Monday

to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where they were pronounced
dead on arrival, authorities said.
The wreck happened about 12:30 p.m.
during an overcast, foggy day.
Miss Lamb,a junior at Henry County
High School, was reportedly on her way
to a dental appointment in Murray. She
was a finalist in the Miss Teenage
U.S.A. for Tennessee contest and was
an active member of Maplewood
Baptist Church in Paris.
Lamb, a retired heavy equipment
operator and a veteran of World War II,
was apparently driving his daughter to
the appointment when the accident
occurred.
The victims are survived by their
wife and mother, Regina Fay Hopkins
Lamb, and a son and brother, Terry
Dennis Lamb. Also surviving are three
of Lamb's sisters, Mrs. Linda Sue
Nanch, Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Mary
Lois Sparks,Cottage Grove, Tenn.; and
Mrs. Peggy Newsome, Coldwater, Ky.:
and three brothers, Clayton Lamb of
Btichanan, Tenn., and Station ad Billy
Lamb of Puryear.
Joint funeral services will be held
Friday at 1 p.m. at the Maplewood
Baptist Church in Paris with the Rev.
Paul Veazey officiating. McEvoy
Funeral Home
charge of
arrangements.

Campus Lights
Matinee Show
Is Slated
A matinee performance of the 42nd
"Campus Lights" student musical
production at Murray State University
has been added to the schedule, and
tickets are now on sale.
Mike Perry, a Paris senior who is
director of the show,said it will play at
3 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 11, as well as
originally announced at 8:15 p.m. on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Feb.
8-9-10.
He explained that the decision to offer
a matinee was made as a result of the
limitation put on Lovett Auditorium
audiences by the fire marshal. No more
than 1,200 people may attend any
performance, according to Perry,
"In an effort to accommodate as
many people as possible and to continue
the tradition of 'Campus Lights' as a
successful fund-raising event for music
scholarships, we decided to add a
Sunday afternoon performance," he
said.
Since the Friday and Saturday
evening performances have drawn
such good crowds in the past, Perry
added that he hopes more local and
area people will make plans to attend
on Thursday evening or Sunday afternoon.
"Out-of-town attendance is always
better on Friday and Saturday
evenings," he continued, "because it's
easier for people coming some distance
to arrange to be here at those times."
Calling the Broadway-type musical
comedy "definitely a family show,"
Perry noted that children 15 years of
age and younger will get a dollar
reduction- from $3 to $2 - on Sunday
afternoon when accompanied by their
parents.
Students at any college or university
will be admitted for $2.50 on Thursday
evening. Otherwise, all seats for each
performance are reserved and tickets
are $3 each.
Reservations may be made by
visiting or calling the Department of
Music Office in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at Murray State, telephone
15021 762-4288.
Written, performed, and directed by
students, "Campus Lights" is sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia men's
music fraternity, with proceeds going
into a scholarship fund for incoming
frenman music students.
Perry heads a company of about 15
students as director. He is assisted by
Greg Bingman, a Carmi, Ill., junior, as
assistant director. Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman of the Department of
Music, is the faculty adviser.
The show has a cast of 35, an on-stage
thorns of 28 singers and dancers, a 42piece orchestra that includes stringed
instruments, and 12 featured dancers.,
Begun in 1938, "Campus Lights", has
become known across the country and
has won acclaim as one of the best
shows or its type on the nation's campuses.
a
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'Our Creative Children'
Theme Of Kappa Program

Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday,human'26
Thursday, January IS
Murray
the
The
of
State
Murray Women
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with University Lady Racers will
the officers to meet at 7 p.m., play the Western Kentucky
University ladies basketball
both at the lodge hall.
team at 5.15 p.m. and the MSU
Business and Professional men's team will play the
Women's Club will meet at the Western team at 7:30 p.m.,
Baptist Young Women of Triangle Restaurant at 6 p.m. both at the Murray State
North; Iloway Elementary
Fielcihouse.
School Ph
-Teacher Club is First Baptist Church will meet
No. 511
Chapter
Nelson
Hill
Mrs.
with
Temple
p.m.
7
at
neet at the
scheduled
Order of the Eastern Star is
Ford.
school
".••••M
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Sunday, January 21
Area wide shower for James
Knights of Columbus of St. Elkins' family who lost their
Church will home and contents by fire will
Leo's
•••••••i:Ae.%;••••••• meet inCatholic
Gleason Hall at 7:30 be held from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
p.m.
fellowship hall of the Sugar
Creek Eiaptist Church.
Chancel Choir rehearsal will
be at First United Methodist
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
church at 7 p.m.

Thursday, January lt
Clubs
Homemakers
scheduled to meet include
Suburban with Jo Farley at 7
p.m. and Racers,. with time
and place not announced.

Thursday,January 18
Stag Night will be at 6:00
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Ed Carroll as
chairman, assisted by Dick
Stout, Tom Rushing, and Jim
Greer.

••
•

tonite's movies
Ends Units!
"COMES A NORSEMAN"

:14X16 Ch.shtal

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.

7:25
9:45

Starts TOMORROW!

Nick Nolte

Who'll Stop
The Rain gi

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Center.

'met Miss it

Ciuvu

7:00,9:40
iNO PASSES NO BARGAIN NITE 1

1010.thestnut

YOU'LL BELIEVE
A MAN CAN FLY

SUPERMAN

Ntr.

MARLON BRANDO
GENE HACKMAN
PG]
altos 0{-

RICLEASED BY W

—22113

Ilsid-Over!

IMPASSE;
NO BARGAIN

7:15,9:25 j

tr

#1,ti
.
C4
641 N.Central Ctr

MITI

7:20
9:00

Ends Units
111.19Ell'S sTur

Starts Tomorrow!
"FORCE TEN
FROM NAVARONE"(PS)

STARTS TOMORROW
LtIllegb

They're dead but they're alive...

Oulu
raculandms

ampire Bride
PLUS"ISMS OF TM

g

RARMEO"(a)

41,-*****11INIWP11**** •
••
•

Non-denominational Bible
Study is scheduled at 7:30p.m.
at Seton Hall, North 12th
Street. Persons are asked to
bring their Bibles.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brandon
will be honored on their 25th
wedding anniversary by their
daughter, Mrs. Vicki Roberts,
with a reception at the home of
Mrs. Lubie (Tot) McDaniel,
902 South 17th Street, Murray,
from 2 to 5 p.m.

"Dealt-446t.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Beard,Sr.,
will have open house in
celebration of their 25th
wedding anniversary at6p.m.
at their home on New Concord
Route 1.

MATADOR ROOM
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

AMATEUR NIGHT

- ° LAST MONDAY OF EACH MONTH
r
1150.00 SAVINGS BOND TO WINNER
CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

NATIONAL NIGHT
INTER
EVERY THURSDAY A DIFFERENT COUNTRY
HILLBILLY—HAWAIIAN—MEXICAN—FRENCH

Old Girls Can Play
A Role in the Hay

DEAR ABBY: MY marned daughter asked me to spend
the Christmas holidays with her. I was glad to accept
because they live quite a distance from me and I don't see
them often.
Besides my daugtrier--and son-in-)aw, there—are foul
children, two dogs and a eat. My daughter is a rather
careless housekeeper who allows the pets to _sleep in the
children's beds.
The first night I slept there I noticed that something was
disturbing my sleep. After the second night I decided to look
at the mattress. There I found a nest of fleas and their eggs!
I knew I couldn't spend another night there, so I told my
daughter I didn't feel well, and wanted to go home to see my
doctor. I cut my vacation short and left.
Abby, I couldn't bring myself to tell my daughter the
truth. Now I'm wondering what so say if I'm invited again.
Please advise me.
BITTEN IN THE BRONX
DEAR BITTEN: You should have told your daughter the
truth! Reciprocate. Put a bug in her ear at once.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby'a new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a hag, stamped (28 cental self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

N SHOW
FASHIO
NIGHTS

11•••

THURSDAY

SEAFOOD BUFFET
FRIDAY NIGHTS

WALTZ CONTEST

SEMEN

temmi
OMNI

2N1)& 4TH SATURDAY NIGHTS

SUNDAY BUFFET
NOON UNTIL 2:00 P.M.

JAM SESSION
SUNDAYS 300 PM — ALL MUSICIANS WELCOME!

PRIME RIB
SATURDAY NIGHT — COMPLETE DINNER —$7.

ROD STEPHENSON
Performing For Your Dining and Dancing Pleamir.
Tuesday thru Saturday

111AATIELD • Otia'ASbu`•
•
it
-•01.114•,...•••••-.
•

THE PEOPLE PLEASERS1
WE
Highway 121 di 4.5 Bypass (502)247-3700 For Further Details Call Innkeeper

Dr. Ray Moore, associate For more rental information
professor in the Department persons may contact any
of Instruction and Learning, Kappa member.
Hostesses for the social hour
Murray State University, was
the guest speaker at the were Susie Malone, Rebecca
meeting of the Kappa Whittaker, Judy Stahler, and
Department of the Murray Marylin Miller.
The February meeting will
Woman's Club held on
Tuesday, Jan. 2, at 7:30 p.m. be a "Sweetheart Banquet"
for members and escorts.
at the club house.
"Our Creative Children"
was the subject of the
discussion by Dr. Moore.
Membera,were given a teat on
recognizing creative traits,
and an interesting and inWASHINGTON (AP) —
formative discussion followed, Rose Kennedy, matriarch of
according to a department the Kennedy family, has taped
spokesman.
a radio announcement urging
Brenda Coop introduced the parents to vaccinate their
guest speaker. -children against common
The department chairman, childhood diseases from which
Frances Galloway, presided. complications can cause
A publlt address system has mental retardation.
been purchased by the
In the public service andepartment and members nouncement for the Departvoted to rent it to the public. ment of Health, Education and

Parents Urged To Have Children
Vaccinated By Rose Kennedy
Welfare, Mrs. Kennedy
relates her experience in
having a retarded child.
"If your son or daughter
gets sick this year, what
heartbreak you will suffer,"
she said. "I know, because I
have lived with my retarded
daughter during 60 years.
was
not
Immunization
possible during her infancy."
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column you printed a letter
from a man who undertook to explain why older men prefer
younger wives:
Friday, January 19
"When buying a car," he said, "who would opt for an old,
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
model when he could get a new, unused model for the
used
7
at
party
dessert
will have a
sags, the frame is
p.m. at the Community Room same price? In an old model, the bumper
the pickup is gone. And if
and
poor
is
job
paint
the
crooked,
Peoples
Branch,
North
of the
comes with a crank."
Bank, with. Rudolph and Opal it's 60 years old, it usually
I decided not to let that one pass without rebuttal,
Howard as wagorunasters and
wife came.to me with your Column in
Jimmy and Marilyn Herndon especially when my
exe.
in
fire
and
hand
as assistants. Each family is
"Something mtist be said for us Old. Wad models!" she
asked to bring a dessert.
_
declared. I, of course, agreed.
For the record, my wife Is nowhere near 60. In fact, there
County
Calloway
was a time when she could not conceive of the possibility
Ministerial Association will that she might reach 60; now she is beginning to-realize this
_ .
have a dinner at flier—TB a possibifity.
of cars) which,
(speaking
models
new
Abby, I have had
Fellowship Hall of the First
despite expensive attention, stubbornly refused to go places
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
I wanted to go and their finish faded prematurely when exSaturday, January 20
posed to the sun.
Square and round dancing
There is much to be said for an agreeable, long-time
will be held at the Woodmen of association with an older model. You know its capabilities.
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
its weaknesses, its eccentricities. You know how it will respond in a variety of circumstances. You know it will get you
. there. There are few surprises, and that's a comfort.
•
Chapter M of P. E. OgN
Sisterhood will have a lunBut enough of cars. Even if my wife were not the
cheon at 12 noon at the home of desirable creature she is, snd even if she were not looking
Mrs. Howard Titsworth.
over my shoulder at this moment, I don't think I could stand
playing the dating game again.
Those awkward preliminaries. These pretenses. Those
Oaks Country Club Ladies
will have an important called doubts. That loneliness when doubts prove well-founded.
business meeting at the club Those failures. That forced enthusiasm. Those silly conversations: "Oh! You're a Pisces. and you jog! Isn't that exat 10 a.m.
citing!" Pardon me while I throw up. I guess maybe I've
Murray Al-Anon will meet been away too long.
ROBERT McMORRIS; OMAHA, NEB.
at 8 p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road. This is a
wlikb I
support group for families and DEAR ROBERT: Thanks for a delightful letter,
in the Omaha
column
your
of
out
permission
(with
lifted
friends of alcoholics. For
World-Herald.
information call 437-4.229.

The

•

it I

Sunday, January 21
Joint birthday celebration
for Clarence and Carmen
Horton, who will be 80 and 75
respectively, will be held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Purdom Lovett, Coles Camp
Ground Church Road, from 1
to 2:30 p.m. The family
requests that persons not
bring gifts.

ELAM BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Edward
Elam of Wingo announce the
birth of a baby boy, Jeremy
Ray, weighing five pounds one
ounce, born on Thursday,Jan.
4, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Elam and Mrs.
Ruby Taylor of Fulton and
John E. Carter of Chattanooga, Tenn.

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY,KY.

Entire Stock T.
of
Fall & Winter
Name Brands
Save 40%
To 60%1
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SPORTSWEAR
Famous Name CoordinateSportswear

50% OFF! 50% OFF!
re Prewashect•Jeans Reg. 1999

21 99
Polmler 13.rits
v Sweaters! Sweaters.
Reg. 1599 to 2999

899

899

599
Fashion Shirts Reg. to 1299
v Misses Coordinate Sportswear

50% OFF! 50% OFF!

DRESSES
Jr., Misses and Halfsize Dresses
Reg. to 4299
700_ 900_
11

WINTER COATS
v Genuine Leather Coats
Reg. to 179"
Wool Coats
'
Reg. to 999
v Button-out All Weather
Coats Reg. to 59"

8900
5900
3600

HANDBAGS
399

v Vinyls, Canvas & Leatherlike. Reg. to 1299

LINGERIE & ROBES
v Brushed & Nylon. Reg. to 27"

Dor-Mae
Dixieland Center

1/3 to 50% OFF!
• Behr's Charge • Shopper's Charge • Master Charge • VISA

3
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Bridal Courtesies Are
eedikE Held For Mrs. Philpot

HEALTH
Sudden hair loss

ird
the
My
me
an.
ray

Mrs. Tim Philpot, nee
An afternoon event was held
Ginger Gilliam has been
honored with two prenuptial from four to sax p.m. with Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Gilliam
events in Lexington.
hostessing an informal getHOSITAL PATIENT
Thomas Pace of Hardin was
A Tupperware Shower, together at the Inn Between in
hosted by Mrs. Jolene Grogan Lexington to honor the couple. dismissed Jan. 10 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
and her daughter, Miss Kim
The guests enjoyed refresh- Benton.
Pennington was held at their
bane, 1807 Barvnch Drive, ments of punch, open-face
sandwiches, hot clam dip,
Lexington.
'The honoree opened many assorted yegetables and
HOSPITAL PATIENT
gifts for her kitchen and cheeses. Approximately forty
W. D. McKinney of Murray
displayed them for the guests college friends and family has been dismissed from the
to view. The table held a attended the occaeion.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
lovely large white lace umbrella with flowers on top and
white satin streamers falling
to the floor.
Afterwards the guests enjoyed refreshments of punch,
nuts, mints, and a cake
decorated with a bride and
Children's Fashions
groom adorning the top. Fall
flowers adorned the table and
points
vantage
ether
Steig czetup
throughout the home.
The hostesses gave the
Mrs 9 Mon Sot
honoree a place setting of the
BI i lier Shoppong Cent.,
Open Fri MIte Ti; 9
couple's pottery selection.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 23-year-old female and in
very
health. About five
i o I went on a 1500montili g
calorie a day diet. I lost 27
pounds. My diet consists of
juice, skim milk, fiber
cereals, eggs, cheese, melba
toast, meat at least five
tunes a week, chicken, pork,
ham, all vegetables, plain,
fruit and salads. I do not eat
any starches.
About a month ago I noticed my hair lost some of its
brilliance and now I seem to
be losing at least 20 hairs
daily or more. I keep it very
clean and use a conditioner.
I also take a multiple vitamin a day and one thousand
milligrams of vitamin C.
Can you please give me
some advice as to why my
hair is falling out and what I
can do to correct this problem?
DEAR READER —
Everybody's hair falls out.
The normal person sheds
about 80 hairs a day. The
reason you think you are
only losing 20 is you're not
finding the other 60.
Hair grows from a fothcle
inside your skin somewhat
like the bulb for an onion.
Part of your follicles are
always resting. When they
are activated, they sprout
new hair. A person can have
temporary baldness when a
lot of the follicles start resting at the same time. The
variation in the cycle for
different hair follicles provides some new hair and
some constant hair loss.
Diet can affect the cycle
and result in a sudden loss of
hair. That's been known for
decades. In a study at the
• University of Minnesota in
1940, young healthy men who
were placed on a 1600-cab tie a day diet lost their hair.
Theyealso lost weight.^Many
of them lost their sex drive
and there were lots of other
undesirable changes.
Of course, these men were
active and had been accustomed to consuming over
3000 calories a day before
they w-eriron thetrettee This
should seeve as a warning to
anybody who goes on any
severely restricted diet and
stays on it for a prolonged
period of time.
There are lots of other
factors that affect your hair

growth including what you
do to it in terms of hair style.
I am sending you The Health
Letter number 12-6, Hair
Care, to give you more information about your hair.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio eity Station,
New York. NY. 1,00L9. This
issue also includes some information about dandruff
and what to do about it.
I would like to add that
anyone who has a sudden
loss of hair for no good
reason should see a dermatologist. There are some
medical problems that contribute to hair loss and he
may be able to help you.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Before I got married, I had

syphilis and gorinorhea a
couple of times, but I went to
the doctor as sockiv-as I found
out and had it taken care of.
This was approximately 10
years ago. I am 45 years of
age. When my wife and I got
our blood tests, everything
was fine. We have been
married five years. What I
want to know is will my baby
(she is now two) be likely to
have any problems in the
future because of my stupid- "
ity? "
DEAR READER — No,
the sins of the father will not
be visited upon the daughter. Your immediate treatment — which shows you
weren't so stupid after all —
and subsequent negative
tests show that you have
been completely cured. I
think you can totally disregard your history of previous venereal disease.

Frances Drake
they be a party at home, a
residential move, or a major
purchase for the family.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Accept weekend invitations
or visit nearby friends, as the
day promises happy times and
ARIES
personal popularity. Romance
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) Er
is a possibility.
Go along with the plans of a VIRGO
loved one for a fun-filled time. (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP VA.
Today's relaxation may be the
A good day to have friends
cause for &special celebration. over or to buy something for
later.
the house. You may be in the
TAURUS
mood to decorate or in some
Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
way to add beauty to your
Be friendly and nice at work surroundings.
today and everything should LIBRA
go smoothly.If someone there (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
is doing a good job, be sure to
Friendliness and charm
let them know.
lead to social success now. A
GEMINI
weekend trip would be
( May 21 to June 20)
especially relaxing and
You'll enjoy gadding about Pleasurable
town with a loved one now. SCORPIO
• .
For once, you're sure of your (Oct. 23 to Nov.'21)
feelings. Be sure to let others
A business opportunity may
know that you care.
present itself with you as
CANCER
silent partner. In any case,
(June 21 to July n)
ventures
behind-the-scenes
Smooth sailing re all pay off.
domestic matters, whether SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 340
Your gregarious -nature
brings you your share of
admirers now. Plan a gettogether of friends. Others
find you especially attractive.
1 Group
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Business developments now
should give you much to smile
about. Seek financial backing
for important projects and ask
favors.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -1^'
Studying proves rewarding,
and this is also a favorable
time for travel, to make new
friends and valuable contacts.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20( X
Mixing business with
now. will.bring about
the desired goal. Higher-ups
are receptive to your requests
and pleased with your performance.
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Coats

Robes,
Gowns,

1 Group

Scarves

PRICE

Fall & Winter

Dresses,Suits, Costumes

Mademoiselle Shop
Court Square

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

House Of Thousands
Needleart Shop
S. lith St., Murray, Ky.

Fn &Sat. Jan. 19&20

/2PRICESALE
All Painted Latch Hook

Rugs & Pillows

54

Selected Pieces of

Needlepoint &
Embroidery

54

Selected

Pattern Books

FiNAL CLEARANCE
NOW IN PROGRESS

7he

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 19,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

54

All Columbia Worsted& Sportweight

12
/

Yarn
Brits Scovill Footstools
%price
& Luggage Racks
OtherItems
Also Reckiced"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and practical. A
born moneymaker, you have a
flair for business and do well
in large enterprises. Sensitive
and emotional, you are also
drawn to the arts and can
succeed in music, writing, art,
and literature. Your best
success comes when you hold
fast to your ideals. You're
capable of being an innovator
in your field and can inspire
others. Law, medecine, the
ministry and government are
others fields which you are
drawn towards. Birthdate of
Jean Stapleton, actress;
Robert E. Lee, general; and
Edgar Allan Poe, author.

Adult Books
Plans Meet
---The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, Jan. 22, at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public
.„Itibrary.
Ernestine Bucy will be the
discussion leader on R. Buckminster Fuller's book, Utopia
Or Oblivion: The Prospects
For Humanity.
Books are available at the
Public Library and all persons
who have read the book are
invited to take part in the
discussion.

4
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MISS KENTUCKY UNIVERSE, Linda Woodruff of
Louisville, will crown her successor at the Miss Kentucky
Universe Pageant at the Paducah Tilghman High School
Auditorium on Saturday, Jan. 27, starting at 8 p.m., sponsored by the Paducah Jaycees. Over 45 young ladies from
across the state will compete in the pageant. In addition to a
host of prizes, the winner will win a trip to Biloxi, Miss., to
compete in the 1979 Miss U.S.A. Pageant, which will be
nationally televised on April 30. Bryan Sargent, radio personality, will be the pageant host. A limited number of tickets
for the pageant are still available at $2 each at all locations of
the Peoples First National tank, Paducah. Proceeds from
the annual event sponsored by the Paducah Jaycees will be
used to purchase uniforms for the Jaycees Junior Football
League.
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Aglow Fellowship
To Meet Tuesday
The January meeting of
Wernens-Aglow
Tuesday, Jan. 23, at Ken-Bar
Inn, in Gilbertsville.
The Women will meet at
9:30 a.m. for breakfast and
fellowship in the dining room
and the meeting will follow at
10:30.
The speakers wilCbe the
Rev. and Mrs. CarroH Parish.
Since 1967, they have pastored
churinter-denominational
ches; with members from
denominational
varied
backgrounds. The Rev. Parish
has a teaching ministry as
pastor of the Community Bible
Church in Paris; Tenn. as well

Shop Fridays

cce 1)S\
,
sof

on

radio. and television.
ministry in
Parisf'
song as well as being a
helpmate to her husband and
mother to their two boys. She
also directs the Children's
Church and Youth Departments at Community-Church.
Aglow is an international
organnon-denominational
ization with more than 800
chapters around the world.
The organization publishes an
Aglow maganne with a circulation of 85,000.
All women are invited to
attend the meetings. For more
information telephone 8983100, 443-6308, or 247-2683.
as

'til 8:30 p.m.
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Shop Fridays'
til 8:30 p.m.
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Clearance!

`st

Everything must go before inventory regardless of cost!
Our loss, your gain on our entire stock of winter merchandise!
WINTER PANTSUITS

Lingerie and Robes
OUR REGULAR
2 5010 45 00

"TO 2999

All Winter Dresses

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

OUR REGULAR
30.00 10 138 00

ALL
WINTER
COATS

OUR REGULAR 28 00 TO 76.00
neuesse.el poiseefS IA
•

0400811 Waft WOMB:

I/ PIP

To

1/20

Bra!Girdle Clearance

/ OFF
1 50/0-350

Knit Driving Gloves
OUR REGULAR
7 00 709.00

499 TO 699

29"

OUR REGULAR
50.00 TO 80.00

To

49"

Handbag Clearance
OUR REGULAu
8 00 TO 42 o

399 To 2799

WINTER SPORTSWEAR

ALL WINTER SHOES

t 'rUE
‘
(?1LI
\t- '

CHINNY CHIN
To firm a double chin, stick
out your lower jaw and chin so
that your lower front teeth
protrude just beyond your
upper teeth. Gently rotate
your jaw, ten times clockwise,
ten counterclockwise.

BENTON PATIENT
Louis Butler of Alm° was
dismissed Jan. 8 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

ALL STYLES VALUES TO 56.00

OUR REGULAR
80.00 TO 250.00

499°
TO

188°°

Taos. bleseel, Smarts
blososs, ports. silos
skits. roes

All Winter Sweaters
OUR ENTIRE
WINTER STOCK'

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

BOOT CLEARANCE
OUR ENTIRE

Owr entore winte, coat coliect.on 01 la100. sarongs'
Sone like
before on leathers swedes. Saber.,
fake hos end perriArm #1101040, in *dm. /mg* tow
wt.. and fnir A...
and dress lengths
weer at these 'druidism& iris's

114 TO 2/3 OfF

sr0OCtSAVE'

JEWELRY

UP
TO

1/3 OFF
1/3 TO 1/2

OFF
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The Story Of

-14

Calloway County
18221976 Sy Sorority aid Kerby Jennings
+1
awirlabl,197
••••••-•++++++444++++++++++,++4-•
The establishment of the land office by the state legislature
in June of 1822 at Wadesboro acknowledges the existence of a
,itininunity at the approximate center of the new county, perhaps
a junction point of wagon trails after the encroachment of early
pioneers into the lands of the Chickasaws prior to the treaty
executed -by Gen. Jackson and Shelby. The fact that the land
office had not executed any land grants prior to 1825 admits the
presence of white squatters who laid claim and maintained
ownership to lands by virtue of establishing settlements by the
"law of the West" or simply conquest. Several of the early squatters are believed to have been Revolutionary veterans.
Wadesboro gained its name from one of the earlier settlers,
banester Wade, who is reported to have scouted in the area by
1817-1818, fully one year prior to the Indian treaty. Wade is
reported to have been an outstanding frontiersman, skilled in the
04 M.C.Garrott
arts of fishing and hunting. He established a permanent settlement in 1820 on the west fork of Clark's River. Plainly speaking,
Wade was ahead of the hounds.
James Stewart and Davis Jones were the first settlers to establish settlements in Calloway County. They came from Caldwell
County and established homes as early as 1818 one mile east of
Wadesboro, according to the historian Perrin; others contend
Stewart established residence one mile. north ..of.....Wadesborn.,14.--..._
Sometimes we worry unnecessarily
pads and beach towels in tow.
cleated mobility,stepping briskly about
that portion of Calloway now embraced In Marshall County. Noneabout our littleolk. They can handle it.
Moments later, the two little Murray
the
downtown area while everyone else
theless, Stewart's first farm was located within the boundary of
Ten-year-old Ann Marie Hoke and her
girls were comfortably settled on their
was creeping cautiously along on the
friend, Elizabeth Oakley, leave no
the present county.
own lounges and rubbing themselves
ice.
doubt of that.
with sun tan oil.
Early settlers also included many other families, however the
Then he happened to step into the city
Ann Marie, who is the daughter of
A short time later, Ann and Chuck
hall lobby one morning to extend a
bulk of the rambling immigrants failed to-be listed-ii-the early
Chuck and Ann Hoke, and Elizabeth,
went dawn to the pool, and when they
cheery greeting to a couple of city
history, by nature a migrating restless people constantly on the
whose parents are Dr. and Mrs. George
found the girls, they were putting away
policemen near the dispatcher's desk.
move westward. Those with suaviving relatives 60 years later and
Oakley, were in Key Biscayne, Fla.,
a couple of foot-long hot dogs and a
Zin,go!
over
New
the
Year's with Ann Marie's
Tecorded•by Perrin as, settling in the Wadesboro area included:
couple of king-size soft drinks.
Ouf from under him flew his feet, the
parents. They had gone to Miami for a
Samuel Watson settled in the west fork neighborhood neat
•'Ann Marie, where on earth did you
cleats slipping on the slick., highlybrief vacation and to see the Orange
i_Tt that?" Ann asked her daughter.
polished floor, and down he went,
the Wade.homestead. Somewhat later arrived William Smith and
Bowl game on New Year's Day.
You
didn't
banging
bring
any
his head against something
money
down
William Derrington to the west fork gathering. The Duncan family
As they checked into their 7th floor
here!"
and suffering a painful gash near one
composed of Asel Duncan and sons William, Thomas, John, Crawrooms atethe motel, the little girls,
"Youdon't have to have any money,
eye. "There I was," he said, recalling
seeing the motel swimming pool just
ford, Samuel and Lewis, settled in the northern part of the a:acuity
the fall. "I had walked all over town on
%ramie," replied Ann Marie with all
, beneath their balcony, el7iftlintwatt to
Wtlliam Clierrer settled on the creek- that- berm- his frame and
thenolieWiilet Set debutante. "All you
the ice without hardly a slip and then
and--.—
-.get into their bathing suits and down --"nal7eTo'da is to stplibefelirs/time and
almost broke my neck in the lobby of
operated
beingtilleilthe
. William Sutherland
ert/and an:fata
l:fly movty
ed.
there. our room number.'
the city hall!"
into the northern part it early as 1822 as did William Jones who "Do you think they will be all right
+++
may have arrived as early as 1820,with a large family and claimed
down there by themselves?" Ann asked
Doug Vance, our new sports in+++
Orman Price enjoys his golf shoes.
formation director out at, Murray State,
Chuck as the little ones happily raced
distinction
tina
first
etionge
eacher
of
They
comfortable, and they give
are
came up with the chuckle of the day
out
door.
the
John Harp settled in the year of 1821 in the Duncan's Creek area,
yesterday. Doug travels with the
"Donl worry about them," Chuck him good, firm footing when he hits his
along with John Swift, Luke Langton and others. The Taylor
school's major athletic teams and
tee shots. And, after taking a couple of
replied,•77bey can handle it."
family moved into the southeastern portion and the Wyatt family
telephones the results of their games
nasty spillt on the ice recently, he found
++±
back to the area newspapers.
farther north.
still another use for them. They're
• A few minutes later, Chuck, from the
When the basketball Racers played
excellent for walking on ice and packed
balcony, called to his wife,"Come here
Regretably, the reviewers of the early history of Calloway
against the University of Kansas in
and look. I told you they could handle
snow.
failed to record the social, economic, spiritual and domestic affairs
Lawrence early in December, he called
There also was one other thing he
essential for a better understanding of history in the making of
the Evansville Courier-Press sports
learned about his golf shoes — they are
Joining her husband at the rail and
Wadesboro. At the same time, it has been a privilege of the
department with the details of the
not only no good but downright
looking down on the pool, Ann saw Ann
game. As the young man in Evansville
dangerous in walking on a tiled floor.
Marie and „Elizabeth nonchalantly
reviewers to talk with one of the first generation of native sons,
was taking down the information, he
weaving their way among the tables,
Orman,quite proud of himself and his
L. A. L. Langston, during his lifetime, thus gaining a better
asked
umbrellas
at one point:
ingenuity,
and
bathers,
become
sun
had
confident
quite
a
atpool
understanding of the origin, survival and development of early
"And was this a conference game?"
tendant carrying two big yellow lounge
of his footing with his new-found,
people. Admittedly, the greater source of information has been
obtained from the books of Collins and Perrin.
To Be Continued

By Ken Wolf
There is probably no more striking a
statement of belief in progress than
that written by the French philosophe
Antoine Nicolas de Condorcet 417431794). He opened his Sketch for a
Historical Picture of the Progress of the
Human Mind, published in 1795. with
these words:
Such is the aim of the work I have
undertaken, and its result will be to
show by appeal to reason and fact
that natugg has set no term to the
perfection of human faculties; that,
the perfectibility of man is truly
indefinite; and that the progress of
this perfectibility...has no other
limit than the duration of the globe
upon which nature has cast us.
It is both interesting and ironic that
shortly after writing these words,
Condorcet was arrested by the French
government, and the day after his
arrest, found dead in his jail cell. he
apparently committed suicide.
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They Are Learning Early,
These Young Folks Of Today
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AppersOn'Editor
R,Gene Meet/reliant"—,
The Murray Ledger 4 Times is published
every afternoon except Sfindays, July 4, OmitThai Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St,
-Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Clasa Postage Paid at
Murray,Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers, $12.73 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway county and to Benton, BarOn, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky .and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $10.30 par
h
y . By
a mail to other destinations, 11212.03 per

r .

ember of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
bon and Southern Newspaper Publishers
union
Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
ublish local news originated by The Murray
er & Times as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office
753-1916
Classified Advertising
.....
753-1916
Retail (Display ) Advertising .....
753-1919
Circulation.
753-1916
News and Sports Dept
753-1918
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1.Years Ago

OF TIE
MONTH

Vietnam, suffered Wounds in orie it his
legs on Jan. 7 while evacuating troops
from battle at Chu Lai, Vietnam.
Navy Ensign Ben T. Hogancamp, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hogancamp
and husband of the former Andrea
Lassiter, was graduated from the
Naval Officer Candidate School,
Newport, R. I.
Miss Phyllis Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Garnett B. Adams, was
married to Byron Furgerson, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Furgerson, on Dec.

BASK IN
WARMTH
YEAR'ROUND
When it comes to economical
and reliable warmth,the
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

20 Years Ago

Quantities
Limited

is a native of Murray where his father
was a former minister of the Memorial
Baptist Church.
In high school basketball games
Kirksoy beat Almo,Fulgham beat Lynn
Grove, and Murray Training beat
Fulton County. High team scorers were
Key with 18 for Kirksey, Furgerson
with 14 for Almo, Stewart with 29 for
Fulgham, Knott with 10 for Lynn
Grove, Burton with 27 for Murray
Training, and Tipton with 30 for Fulton
County

30 Years Ago
Chaplain (Capt.) Cleetis C. Clemens,
former minister of the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Calloway County, is assigned
with the Tokyo Quartermaster Depot at
Tokyo. Japan.
Clegg Austin, Janot Smith, Carolyn
Melugin, Nancy Wear, Barbara Downs,
Geneve Allison, Sarah Calhoun,
William Parker, Will Travis, Tommie
Hopkins, Glen Billington, William
McElrath, Gene Dunn, Bill Parks, Ann
Rhodes, Joan Love, James Bondurant,
Jean Corn, Lochie FayaBart, and Gene
Hendon are members of the Murray
High School Band who attended a
special band clink' held yesterday at
Murray State College.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Cunningham on Jan. 15,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Parker on
Jan. 16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

tot

CO

Garrott's Galley '

Pvt. George Edward Overbey, Jr., is
serving with the United States Marines
at Parris Island, S. C. He volunteered
for the service on Nov. 3, 1958„,
Deaths reported include Mrs Joe
Hargis, 59.
New officers of the Murray Rescue
Squad are Leroy Barnett, Jean Green,
Marvin Swann, Eukley Roberts, Bob
Harris, James McGill, Ray Dowdy, Bill
Sumner, and Cletus Fair.
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., has been
elected by the students at Geongetown
College as 1959's Mr. Georgetonian. He

Tr
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GUESS UAL..I QUIT SMOKING',

-Dr:-Ciegg Austin MS- been named as
chief of staff of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for 1969. Dr. Charles D.
Clark is vice-chief, Dr. E. D. Roberts is
secretary-treasurer, and Dr. Hugh
Houston is the delegate to the Kentucky
Medical Association.
Deaths reported include Clyde
Perdue and Carl E. Russell.
Arlie Scott has been selected as "Man
of the Year" by the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Warrant Officer Nesbitt L. Mathis, a
helicopter pilot for the U. S. Army in

4

T. Allen on Jan. 16,and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William N. Cherry on Jan. 16.
In high school basketball games
Barlow-Kevil beat Murray Training.
High team scorers were Walker with 21
for Barlow-Kevil and Houston with 11
for Murray Training.
"The Velvet Touch" starring
Rosalind Russell with Leo Genn, Claire
Trevor, and Sydney Greenstreet is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.

Bible Thought
And wham be
lAike 15:17.

CUM!

Os lifinaeLL --

This Is the moment of victory far
every sinner God created man in His'
own image He your best self, it is
lovely

Ius waver, %ma aura•4% min
tra, et 34 gob set Inel 0ft km 2sew
mos 1044 owes 01.34 104. rpossess•
tocimie ds% 1 le II Wet 03/331140-1
214011.0%101340 EL Minn
7:
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Indoor-Outdoor
THERMOMETER
Large, easy -to-read
white numbers on a
black scale. Pebblegrained-finished case.
93,4 x 2'4
in.
5377

Reddy Heater is the next best
thing to the sun It's
completely portable and
operates on low-cost
kerosene or *1 fuel oil Just
plug it into any standard
electrical outlet for instant
heat Great for most garages.
workshops,sheds or other
well ventilated buildings •
Feel the heat for yourself at
your Reddy Heater dealer
today
'When used

Motocross
Motorcycle Batteries
are
durable, packed, with premium features and
built with road -proven power. They offer
ideal qualities for today's new generation of
riders on open highways and busy streets.
These quality batteries come in'6 and 12
volt and a variety of sizes that will fit
virtually all motorcycles, Honda, Yamaha,
Suzuki, Kawasaki, Harley-Davidson and most
others
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Takes The Trouble
Out Of Sandiog!

Master

MECHANIC T.
Your Choice

2.77

CHISEL TOOTH
eneral-purpose. Cuts
any direction—hard or
soft wood. 03/C714-liN

71
/
4-in, circular saw blades are precision filed and set. Smoothly ground
with hard-chrome finish.

CROSS CUT
Smooth, fast. Cuts
across grain. Hard or
softwood. 03/1714-UN

Plywood/Podium
Finer cut without ch
ping. for veneer, p
tic, too. 03/PY714-1.04

flaxible Core
Mese, U.
Over

WITH
COUPON 1
U.
MUM 1.Ila

SAVINGS COUPON

2

7

Ready-Mixed Rat Poises
Kills rats and mice. includes 4 ready.tobait-filled trays. Exclbsive blot of
natural ingredients, lb box. 114/2D1

use

PON
COUH

57C

WITHOUT eft
12 TRASH BAGS
44-qt. tall kitchen can bags with
twist ties for trash, or seasonal
storage. 144/1Y-152

QUIIMAND
Flexibte block with
tough abrasive surface
on 4 sides. Rinse
. it —

and use again and
again. Choose medium fine or medium-coarse.
11/B1101MF/C
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Committee Endorses
Reduction Of Fines
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -Traffic fines and court costs
would be reduced under
legislation endorsed by House
Democrats and scheduled for
introduction today.
Democrats met in a closed
caucus for two hours Wednesday to work out a formula
for reducing fines and costs in
response to public outcry over
a $15 increase in most traffic
fines and higher court costs
established by the 1978
General Assembly.
As outlined by Rep. Gross
Lindsay, D-Henderson, after
the Democratic caucus, the
proposed legislation would:
— Reduce minimum fines
by ;5.
— Reduce court costs where
court appearances are involved from $27.50 to $20.
Reduce court costs for
motorists
who
prepay
speeding tickets from $17.50 to
$10.
— Reduce court costs for all
other
pre-payable
misdemeanors to $17.50.
If enacted, the legislation
would mean a reduction in the
fine and costs for running a
stop sign from the current
$52.50 to $37.50, Lindsay said.
And a motorist clocked
speeding six mph over the
speed limit would pay a $16
fine and $10 in court costs if he
prepaid the fine, rather than
the current $21 fine and $17.50
in costs.
Rep. Hank Hancock, I)Frankfort, whose committee
on highways and traffic safety
is conducting a study of

Kentucky's fine structure in
prepararation for the 1980
General Assembly, said he
thought many legislators had
reversed 'heir positions on the
fine from the time the call for
the special session was issued
in November.
He said many lawmakers
originally %Owned to abolish
the $15 increase, but were
persuaded that the fine has
been a deterrent.
"It would have lost the effect of being a deterrent if it
had all come off," he said.
Hancock also said the public
would not have been as upset
about the increase if they did
not believe it was tied to a pay
incentive plan for local police.
"The only people outraged
are the people under the,
misconception that every bit
of the $15 fine goes to the
person making the arrest," he
said, adding that the money
goes into the state treasury.
Lindsay said the legislation
to lower court costs is expected to cost the state about
$4.5 million. He said the cost of
lowering fines cannot be
estimated.
The caucus also agreed to
back legislation returning the
entire amount of a bailbond to
a person who shows up for a
court appearance, or to the
third party who puts .up the
bond; to back a bill saying
dieting fees for prisoners
should not be deducted as an
expense against base court
revenue, and to advocate that
the state pick up the costs of
indigent prisoners, and that
those costs not, be deducted
from base court revenue.

Liquor Consuniption Expected
To Increase In 24-49 Group
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Liquor consumption is up and
is expected to increase in the
1980s with the growing
segment of the 25-49 age
the
bracket, predicted
president of the firm that
produces Jack Daniel's.
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TIMMY GARLAND, left, and MICHAEL GLYNN HILL, students in Mrs. Barbara
McCuiston's fifth grade class at East Calloway Elementary School, hang the shirts they
made with their resolutions printed on them. The resolutions for the new year
were
made by the class members and then written on shirts they also made to be hung
on
their classroom wall

Rescigno, also making his Met
broadcast debut.
Noted musicologist Boris
Goldovsky will present a
musical
and
dramatic
analysis of "Don Pasquale"
.,cluring the first intermission,
while the second intermission
leature will be a presentation
by British musicologist John
Culshaw of the historic Feb.
22, 1941, Metropolitan Opera
broadcast recording of
Beethoven's only opera,
"Fidelio."
WKMS, the fine arts radio
voice of Murray State, serves
listeners in several states at
91.3 on the FM dial.

Ism senessisitsitik
W *OW
may show need for.
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kidneys, REGULATE
pump ellsSUITE Maw
..day treatment reel 0000
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beck at any drug coatter
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A trademark, also called a
brand name, can be almost
anything — a word, a name, a
symbol, or any combination of
the three — that identifies the
origin of a product or a service.

Captain D's

EXTRA WARRANTY
The

NO-FROST 23.5 Cu. ft.
REFRIGERATOR
WITH 8.57 cu. ft.
FR EEZER

on Small Loads

Delivers Cold Water
Crushed Ice or Cubes
Through the Door

VAVAI1460V
Programmed Washer for
"No Guesswork Washing"
• Large Capacity Programmed Washer
with Set & Forget Controls
• Variable Water Level Including MiniBasket Setting
•4 Wash/Rinse Temperatures

Large Capacity Electronic
Sensor Control Dryer
• 4 Drying Selections: Normal
Perm Press & Polyester
Knits. Low Heat for Delicates.
No Heat Fluff
• 3 Cycles including Automatic,
Permanent Press. Cottons.
Polyester Knits

• Dual Temperature Controls in
One Location
o Defrosting Required —
Refrigerator Of Freezer
• Magnetic Gasket Door-Seal
• Four Freezer Door Shelves and
Juice CanRack

• Five Fresh Food Cabinet Shelves,
4 Adjustable

•Door Stops to

Protect Walls

and Cabinets
Rolls out on Adjustable Wheels
• Mobile Cold for Air in each
Section for Consistent Temp.

EXTRA WARRANTY
30" 1111,7/
Self-Cleaning

The famous P*7 aelt-cisaning overi,
invented by General Electric, was &p-

runed lo Winkler orr of the lessReed household chorwoo—choening a
dirty oven.

CaPta
in D's•
seafood

DISPENSER

Saves on Water and Energy

Saves Time
Money-Energy

Sava 14*
Murray

The
CUSTOM

MINI
BASKET*

OVEN RANGE

Reg. $3.43 Only

"We have had the best year
for consumption for distilled
spirits that we have had in a
number of years. Even three
percent increases have not
been since the 1960s and early
1970s." He said the increase in
1978 was 3.8, representing a
shift in consumer habits.
Brown-Foreman earned
831.2 million in fiscal 1978, 32
percent more profits than the
previous year. Brown did not
give a dollar figure in
predicting that the company
would again increase earnings
substantially in 1979.

General Electric's witwstranty states ORB par MsiorAppliance
twoomadeassulacturine dolotteletin oneyierhorn the
date of °mind palms.vosill wit**product withad dome to
you Pans and aestsloberseasivileir Sso Use and Car Manual
tor complete &Mb.
It you buy and1011.401.111 now you se get FREE an additional
1 -year GE ServicaContract covering both pars and labor, if you buy a
25" Remote Control Color Console now, you will get FREE an additional iHmonths GE Swaim Contract.

CHICKEN
DINNER

You get:
*Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless Chicken Filets
*French Fries
*Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
*2 Southern style Hushpuppies
and our Special Sweern Sour Sauce
*Regular Drink

"After a period of extreme
shortages in relation to consumer demand, additional
stocks of matured whiskey
became available early in 1978
and the brand grew 19 percent
during the year to reach sales
of 2.194 million cases," Brown

"The fact that there has
been a supply shortage froril
time to time has added to the
mystique surrounding the
label and, no doubt, has been a
factor contributing to longterm sales growth" for the
company, which is the sixth
largest in the industry, he
said.

During the Trainload Sale We're Offering
EXTRA WARRANTY
On These GE Products.

WXPAS To Broadcast
Doflizetti'sOiiEra
Donizetti's comic three-act
entitled
"Don
opera
Pasquale" will be broadcast
at 1 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 20, by
Texaco-Metropolitan
the
Opera Network and heard on
WKMS-FM at Murray State
University.
Singing principal roles will
be soprano Beverly Sills as
Norina, baritone Gabriel
Bacquier as Don Pasquale,
tenor Alfredo Kraus as
Ernesto, and baritone Hakim
Hagegard, in his Metropolitan
broadcast debut, as Doctor
Maltesta.
Conducting
perthe
formance will be Nicola

"That
group
has
traditionally been one that
eorterned the most liquor,"
said W.L. Lyons Brown.
At the same time, Brown,
president of Brown-Forman
Distillers Corp.,said that even
with an increase in Jack
Daniel's Tennessee Whiskey
stocks, it did not meet the
demand.

told the Cincinnati Society of
Financial
Analysts
on
Tuesday.
"Even with this jump in
sales, demand still exceeds
supply, and the brand continues on allocation today," he
said, adding that loyal
customers consider it a cult
drink.
"Yet we know from tests
over short periods of time in
certain markets where we
have allowed free supply
situations to exist, the growth
rate runs between 25 percent
and 40 percent. I believe we
can say that Jack Daniel's
probably has the strongest
and most loyal consumer
franchise of any product in
distilled spirits."
The Louisville, Ky., based
firm also makes Old Forester
and Early Times bourbons,
Canadian Mist, Usher's and
Ambassador scotch and
Martel's cognac.

•3-in-1 Energy-Saver Unit
• Oven Cycling Light
• Removable Trim Rings & Pans
•301
/
2" Wide; 4614" High

• Picture Window Oven Door
• Plug-In Calrod• Surface Units
• Automatic Oven Timing
• Clean Sweep Design
• Storage Drawer
• Black Glass Oven Door
• Oven Interior Light
• Infinite Heat Rotary Controls

ENIIAY AWARD
WINNING VIII

COLOR
TELEVISION
With Random Access
Remote Control
• Electronic Tuning
• Light Sensor
• VIR "Broadcast Controlled" Color
• Random Access Remote Control
• 100% Solid State Chassis
• Modular Chassis Design
• Digital Channel Numbers
•"Pop-Out" Concealed Controls
• Sharpness Control
• Line Voltage Regulator
• Cable Ready* Antenna Connector
• Set-And-Forget Volume Control

Diagor.al
25
COLOR
TV/
25Y149879K
Country French Styling. genuine hardwood solids, distressed
oisk veneers, wood composition
board, and simulated wood
secants.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

212 EAST MAIN ST.

"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS

PHONE 753-1586
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Creature Is Oldest Link
By KEVIN McKEAN
AP Science Writer
CLEVELAND ( AP) — An
• ape-like creature that strode
the savannahs of Africa 4
million years ago has been
:*lentified as the oldest known
:.Airect ancestor of man, anShropologists said today.
The creature, dubbed the
Afar ape man, walked upnght
with a human-like body but
had the face and brain of an
Ape.
• The. discovery shows that
humans and apes may be

FILM, FLASII nits,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

littoral Studios
118 Ss 1318 • 753-8835

more closely related than was
previously imagined, said
Drs. Donald C. Johanson of
the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History and T.D.
White of the University of
California at Berkeley.
Afar ape man also proves
that human ancestors were
walking on two feet millions of
years before they made stone
tools, he said.
Some anthropologists
thought
it
was
the
evolutionary pressure to free
their hands for the use of tools
that pushed men up from the
stooped ape posture.
Robert Radcliffe of the
National Geographic Society,
which
cosponsored
the
research, said Johanson's
conclusions were important
because they suggest that
man did not develop in a
straight line from the
primates as anthropologists
thought until recently.
The findings are expected to
cause considerable controversy in the. scientific

community, Radcliffe said
Wednesday.
He said that noted paleo
anthropologist Mary Leakey
already
has
disputed
Johanson's contention that the
Afar ape man's bones are
from a truly new species,
arguing that they are from
early direct ancestors of
modern man.
Johanson and White will
report their findings in the
journal Science next week.
The creature's .scientific
name is Australopithecus
afarensis. He was identified
and named by Johanson and
White after detailed studies of
fossil skulls, jaws and other
bones found in Tanzania and
the Afar region of Ethiopia
during the last seven years.
The Afar ape man supplants
a
creature
known as
Australopithecus africanus as
the earliest known member of
the family hominids, or ancestors of man,they said.
The earlist Australopithecus
africanus fossils are about 2.5
million years old.
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_Whenyou realize what Ws worth,
ther6noplacelikekine.
Your home's worth money to
you. Big money. And you can get it
without selling, because you
,have equity.

If it's big money you're after,

remember:
There's no place like home.
And there's no place like our place
to get your large loan.
Just give us a call. Today.

As your
.
property value increases,
so does your equity
And the bigger your equity, the
• more you can borrow from us in a
large Homeowner Loan.
With the, cost of homes going
up and up,chances are your equity
:is a lot more than you realize. And
you're probably good for a much
larger loan than you imagine.
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Month*
To Pa,

Total Ot
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Allt•

$2.500 $ 73.17

48 $3,512.16 17.80%

$3 000 $ 87 63

48 $4,206.24 17.69%

$3600

fin $542460 1880%

$ .96 43

84.000 $103 23 60 $6.193.80 18.76%
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In Bel-Air Center
Phone 753-5573
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8 New Classes Being Offered
Of the 18 courses being
offered at Murray State
University this spring in its
"Life
and
Learning"
program, eight are being
offered for the first time,
according to Dr. Donald E.
Jones, dean of continuing
education.
The new courses, ranging in
length from two to 22 sesaioits,
are: Beginning marathon
running; how to make the
accouterments to the Kentucky Long Rifle, organic
gardening, strengthening
parental capabilities,
publicity techniques for club
officers, international
cooking, microwave cooking
and adult physical fitness.
Offered each fall and spring

semester since 1975, the "Life
and Learning" program at
Murray State provides special
courses for personal enrichment as well as professional
development. There are no
entrance requirements. No
grades or examinations are
given, and the instructors
have special expertise in the
subject matter, coming from
both on and off the campus.
The first clagses in the
spring semester are scheduled
to start Feb. 5. All except one
are evening classes. They
average two hours per
session.
In addition to the eight new
classes, .also being offered
again are: Beginning and
advanced bridge, an advanced

Balbach To Speak
Dr. Anatol B. Balbach, vicepresident and economist of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, Mo., will be the speaker
at a commercial bankers
seminar Thursday, Jan. 18, at
Murray State University.
The seminar, scheduled for
2 p.m. in Room 208 of Faculty'
Hall, is sponsored jointly by
the West Kentucky chapter of
the Bank Administration
Institute, group one of the
Kentucky
Bankers
Association and the Department of Economics at Murray
State. There is no charge for
the seminar and its open to the
public.
Dr. Balbach also will speak
at an evening session, to be
hejsl at the Ritz Hotel in
Paducah, beginning at 6:30
p.m.
• .
klitikVIOASen, ProlkIgnt4t--the
,
yiest Kentucky Bank
Administration Institute and
vice-president of Paducah
Bank and Trust Company, will
serve as the master of
ceremonies for the evening
program. The invocation will
be given by Leon Culpepper.
vice-president of Liberty
Savings Bank, Mayfield, and
entertainment
will
be
provided by Miss Kathy
Luber, Miss Murray State of
1978.
The welcome will be given
by Dr. David L. Eldredge,
dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs at Murray
State, and Dr. Balbach will be

introduced by Dr. Gilbert
Mathis, the seminar coordinator and a professor of
economics at the university.

class in amateur radio license,
Dr. Mike Miller, a member
beginning bass fishing, of the
English faculty, will
beginning guitar, disco teach the
course in organic
dancing, genealogy, securities gardening which
,
will consist
and investing, silversmithing, of instruction
and growing
and cake decorating.
fruits and vegetables in West
The marathon running Kentucky
without use of
class, to run for 12 sessions,
synthetic
pesticides
or
will be taught by Dr. Adam B.
chemical 'fertilizers.
Lanning, III, a member of the
faculty who is well-known for
"Parenting:
Pain
or
his distance running and who
Pleasure" is the title of the
has competed in the famous
course taught by Dr. Mark
26-mile Boston Marathon on
Singer, assistant professor of
several occasions.
social work, which is designed
A combination of lectures
to provide parents kills in
and training runs directed
such areas as active listening,
toward the physical conditions
setting logical consequences
re4ilhId to compete in either
for disciplining, sending "I"
a 13-mile half-marathon or the
messages, and establishing
ultimate goal of all distance
specific goals for expected
runners,
the
26.2-mile
behaviors.
marathon, makes up the
Techniques in publicizing
program.
organizations, including
The new Kentucky long rifle
writing releases, working with
course, to be taught by Joe
media, putting out the
Keeslar, will involve the
newsletter, and building a
making of hand-forged knives, speakers' bureau will be
powder
horns, hunting
among the topics in the course
pouches, buckskin shirts and
taught by Dr. Robert H.
pants;
coonskin
McGaughey,,chairman of the
caps,
tomahawks and other related
Department of Journalism
frontier paraphernalia.
and Radio-Television, and Bob

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE-1101111S—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12T11 ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY
AND AURORA

The Number To Call

StylePerfect®
interior Latex

• One Coat Coverage, when
applied according to directions.
• Washable

.WellPaint
SALE

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Over600 Current,First
Omelity Patterns.

753-1919
Mure ray Ledger & Times
•

25%offeroll.
Pie Pasted
Walleoverkg

If we failed to contact you please give the advertising dept a callat..

a gat
$12.99

req

Soltistitetiour Gaduinteed in the use of these coatings
or your purchase price will be refunded

Monday,January 29th
Issue Of

We will make every effort to contact all
businesses in order that they may participate
in this Section. Our deadline for this Section is
Wednesday,January 24th.

Satin Enamel
SALE

a gal.
reg. $11.99

Will Run In

4.

ve3afait

A native New Zealander,
Major Gen. B.M. Boananga,
has been appointed chief of
general staff in the New
Zealand Army. It is the first
time a Maori has been named
to the post.

Our Annual
Business &Industry
Progress Salute Section

Valentine, speech Instructor
and director of debate.
Dr.
Alice
Koenecke,
chairman of the Department
of Home Economics, will
teach the course in international cooking, which
will feature the cuisine of
three countries and culminate
in a meal.
Both demonstrations and
Class participation will be
included in the course on
micean.wave cooking
procedures, to be taught by
Mary Conover, assistant
professor of home economics.
The physical fitness class is
designed for both adult men
and women and will involve
Aerobics. To meet from 7 to 8
a.m., the course will fit each
participant's own adjusted
individual- fitness level and
will include age-adjusted
exercise routines. All participants must have a doctor's
permission. Dr. Chad Stewart,
chairman of the Department
of Recreation and Physical
Education, will be the instructor,

All washable. . . many scrubbable
and stain-proof
.',11

*494124
Reg

(packaged in
double rolls)

$.5 w $14

IULT.VATi

4paint.
4store.
4 whole lot more.

Free Decorates,Service. Easy charge convenieace with Master Charge ar Visa.

Murray
Southside Shopping Ctr.
753-3321'
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Still A Chance
With OVC Tournament Berth A Possibility,
Greene Feels Racers Anything But Down
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
For a coach with a 2-13 record, Ron
Greene hides any disappointment
amazingly well..
"Hammonds!," he yells at his freshman guard-forward during Murray
State's basketball, practice Tuesday
after watching him take a zig-zag
pattern to the basket. -Even I know
that the quickest way to the basket is a
straight line."
(Kenney) Hammonds snickers, as do
the rest of the players on the floor, then
acknowledges the statement and
movement is resumed.
The Racers are 0-2 in the Ohio Valley
Conference and have been losers the
past seven games. But their latest
defeat came Monday in Richmond,
where Eastern Kentucky, the leagueleader, just managed to eke out a 73-69
victory.
"I'd say we came as close to playing
to our potential as we have all year,"
said Greene, the first-year Murray
State coach. "With that kind of effort
steadily, we can have success. But
anything less and it will continue to be a
long year."
For Greene personally, this season as
been a long °Re, indeed. Prior to this
campaign, his worst recordi,as a head
coach was during the 1968-ffseason -only his second year as a head coach —
when his Loyola of New Orleans squad
was 11-14.
.

Now, only by winning his last 11
games all but one are OVC contelts )
can he avoid a losing regular-sebion
slate. When advised of that fact, Greene
smiled and replied: We still hive a
shot at that? Then I'm very optimistic.
As long as we still have a chance."
That long-shot philosophy is what
Greene feels will keep his team
motivated."Our goal now is to be one of
those four teams in the tournament
(OVC tournament, March 2-3). As long
as we have something to aim for, we'll
be alright."
"We"started the season as a 15-man
roster, but a succession of events —
Robert Kelly quit the team because of a
lack of playing time...Roy Taylor was
declared academically
ineligible...Allen Mann and Bobo
Jackson were dropped because of
"continuous training-rule violations a
week ago — has trimmed that'number
down to 11.
came to Murray with a long-range
conunittment in mind," Greene said.
"Under a different set of circumstances, I might have decided to
stick with some people a little longer,
but I have to look ahead. We want to get
the type of stildent-athlete that the
community of Murray can be proud of.
And to do that, you have to get your
house in order."
And Greene thinks that since his
players now know not to "pay so much
„ attention to his bark," they are a bit

more relaxed on the court.
"A new coach always causes some
tension among the players when he first
arrives," Greene said. But I think I'm
even harder to adjust to than the
average coach. I think they know now
'What's expected of them, and it's easier
for them to play."
Murray's only two wins have come at
home, so it will have that advantage
when it hosts Western Kentucky in
another OVC game Saturday night in
the Sports Arena.
The last home game was Dec. 21;
thus fans will see only two of the
original starters opening the game.
Hammonds will likely start at guard
along with freshman Tom Adams, with
Paducahan Barry Snow and Keith
Oglesby at the forwards and John
Randall at center.
* The play of Randall, especially in the
Racers' first two conference games,
has earned the 6-8 senior the league
lead in rebounding (9.7) and the highest
scoring average (13.1) among Murray
regulars.
Randall had 15 points and 18 rebounds
against Morehead, then followed that
up with totals of 21 of 12, respectively,
at Eastern. "I think learning to play for
me has been the case for Randall, too,"
Greene said.
"All I ask is that they play their
hardest, regardless of the score" be
added. "If anyone does that long
enough, good. things are going to
happen."
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Another Teas Team Involved
Wazorbac
By KEN RAPPOPORT
"We got ourselves in a box
AP Sports Writer
in the first half by not hitting
The state of Texas has sure some easy shots," said Coich
been a king-size problem for Eddie Sutton of his llththe Arkansas Razorbacks of ranked. Razorbacks. "Of
late.
course we had several turThe Razorbacks were doing novers in the first half, too, so
all right until they ran into the I'm certain that the Aggie
Texas Longhorns last week defense had something to do
and lost their first basketball with our performance."
game of the season after 10
Normally a sharpshooting
viadries.
team, the Razorbacks were
That started them on a able to make only 32 percent of
three-game losing streak, their shots. Sidney Moncreif,
which continued Wednesday the team's star, symbolized
night with a 74-69 overtime the Razorbacks' failure with a
loss to another team from the subpar 10 points.
"There was something
Lone Star State, 15th-ranked
definitely wrong with Sidney
Texas A&M.

Sa/e!SakiSisk!

Woodstovelale,
—One Week Only - Now Thru Jan. 24-All Models Reduced - up to $100 off:*
*Triple wall pipe and chimney kits - 25% off:*
Many More Specials - come See For Yourself!

The Complete Stove Shop
759-4878
111 North 7th
Between Main St. and Olive
*Free Delivery With n Miles
*Financing Available

tonight," said Sutton. "I've
never seen him play like that.
He lost the ball a couple of
times and missed some easy
shots."
In other games involving the
nation's ranked teams, No. 2
North Carolina edged No. 14
1CTorth Carolina State 70-69;
No. 12 Syracuse routed Siena
144-92; No. 19 Maryland
defeated Clemson 77-63 and
Missouri upset No. 20 Kansas
58-55.
Tyrone Ladson sank two key
free throws in overtime and

College Basketball
Rynn Wright made a basket in
the • final minute to lead the
Texas /UM triumph.
Dudley Bradley stole the
ball from Clyde Austin and
slammed home a dunk shot
with nine seconds left to pace
North Carolina over North
Carolina State in a wild
Atlantic Coast Conference
game.
Hal Cohen scored 25 points
to lead Syracuse over Siena.

Quarterback Crall
Signs Football Pact
With M

John Randall, shown gathering one of 12 rebounds against Eastern Kentucky as the Colonels' Vic Merchant watches, ranks as
Murray State's leading scorer with a 13.1 average and the Ohio Valley Conference's leading rebounder with a 9.7 mark.
Eastern Kentucky photo

Hey `tall
Come On Out

Bryan Crall, a 6-1, 185-pound team all-conference pick.
Crall attented Rockford
quarterback from Rock
Valley (Illinois) Junior (Ill.) East High School, where
College, is the ninth gridder to he quarterbacked the squad
sign an athletic grant-in-aid to his first three years, before
play football for Murray State, transferring to Belvidere
the Racer sports information High, also in Rockford, where
he played safety his senior
office announced today.
Crall completed 75 of 155 season.
The signing of Crall marks
passes for 966 yards and 10
touchdowns in leading his the second player from Rock
team to an 8-1 mark last Valley to ink with the Racers.
season. He was a second-team Defensive end Loyd Atkinson
all-state selection and first- was the other.

Featuring

Real Hickory .Pit Bar713-0
Mutton,
eicki1EIDafidE

ALSO SERVING BURGOO:RirTkATT)

A Fixed Mortgage Loan

Don't Forget

May Save You Money In The
Years To Come

WE ALSO
HAVE DRIVE-IN
AND CALL SERVICE

Come By

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs 10:00-10:00
Fri. &Sat. 10:00-12:00

with purchase of Pint Of Burgoo,
Cole Slaw, Baked Beans
or Potato Salad
you ReceiveV2Pint
of Same
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
Good Through Sat 27,1979

.•

Savings & Loan Association
1300 Johnson /59-1234
41.

LARGE DRINK
45c
With Purchase of Jumbo

Country Boy
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
,1979
Good Throsh Sat. 27
.

FREE

Savings and Loan Association
and let us show you.

Security Federal

COLE SLAW!

Get Acquainted Specials
FREE!

Closed on Sunday

Security Federal

)AND

Pint of Burgoo
$169 Value with purchase
of 3 lbs. or more
of Bar-B-Q
a_

ONE COUPON PER PERSON
Good Through Sat 27,1979

r-• le
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What's Up
Today
Murray High girls (3-31 at Hickman Comity.
Calloway County Booster Club Meeting; dinner (7 p.m.)
meeting 18 p.m.) at Seven Seas Restaurant
Friday
Calloway County boys 3-9,(
girls ( 1141 Ili Murray High
boys ($-2i, girls; Murray State Sports Arena; girls game,
6 . 30 p.m.
Saturday
Racer Club Meeting; noon, Holiday Inn; featured guest
Western Kentucky Coach Gene Keady.
Murray State men (2-13), women 17-7) vs Western Kentucky ; Sports Arena; women's game,5:15 p.m.
Monday
Murray State men, women vs Middle Tennessee Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Murray High girls( varsity,junior vanity) vs Tilghman; .
home; makeup of Jan.8 game).

It's Scoring That's Boring
By BRUCE IRWITT
. That's why they're here and
AP Sports Winter
26 other National Football
MIAMI — Boring? The League coaches aren't.
Super Bowl? Not a chance,
To some, many of the past
say Chuck Noll of the Pitt- National Football League
title
sburgh Steelers and Tom games have been
called, for
Landry of the Dallas Cowboys. lack of a better word,
boring
They're two coaches who Noll and Landry
, both
appreciate the finer points of defensive assistant
coaches
the game of pro football, before ascending
to their
namely the art of keeping present posts,
shrug aside
points off the scoreboard such suggestions.
rather than piling them on.
"I saw the past couple of

Tuesday
Murray High boys vs Marshall County, home
Calloway County boys at Heath

Prince'4,Basket
Saves Western,
Dooms Eagles
.

By the Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN — Mike
Prince had only four points
when Western Kentucky met
Morehead in an Ohio Valley
Conference basketball contest
Wednesday night.
But the last two came with
five seconds remaining, and it
gave the Hilltoppers a 78-76
win over the Eagles.
After trading the lead
throughout the first half,
Western held a slim 34-33
advantage at halftime. After
the intermission, the squads
battled to a 50-50 knot with
12:23 on the clock.

hitting from the outside.
Morehead battled back to tie
the score again at 76-76 with 50
seconds left, but the
Hilltoppers held the ball for
Prince's final shot.
Greg Jackson had 19 points
to lead Western, now 8-5 on the
season and 1-1 in the conference, while Kevin Dildy
contributed 12.
Morehead, now 7-7 overall
and 2-2 in the °CC, was led by
Herbie Stamper's 22 points.
Charlie Clay had 13 and Greg
Coldiron added 12.

A 10-0 Morehead spurt in the
next two minutes gave _trip
Eagles a 60-50 advantage, byt
Western answered with a
spree of its own, outscoring
the visitors 20-8 in the next five
minutes to go ahead 70-68.
Curtis Townsend, who had
14 points, scored 10 of them in
the stretch, consistently

MOREHEAD 70 .
Coldiron 6 52 12, Beckley 31.1 1, Clay 63o
413. Napier;34.3.Stampes 7 84n.amass
3 3.54, LeMaster 02.22. Soloman 1 041 2.
Totals 17 211-25 74
WESTERN KY 74
Dildy 44412.Jackson')3-6 19, Wray 1 3-2
6, Reece 0040, Burbach 1 0-1 2. Trumbo 4
0.1 I, McCormick 5 1-1 11, Townsend 7 194
14. Prince 1 0-1 4. Thornas 1 6.6 I,
Washington 0 0-0 0 Totals 34 10-16 711
Halftune-Westera 34, Morehead 33.
Fouled out--Beckley, Clay, Wray Total
fouls- Morehead 21, Western 23. A-8.200

OVC Basketball

Connors,Smith Advance
By the Associated Press
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
Topseeded Jimmy Connors
bounced back from a 2-4
disadvantage in the second set
and posted a 6-1, 6-4 victory
over Eliot Teltscher in the
second round of the $175,000
Birmingham Indoor International tennis tournament.
In other matches, Stan
Smith upset sixth-seeded
Corrado Barazzutti of Italy 62, 6-4, No. 8 Hie Nastase of
Romania defeated Terry Moor
6-2., 6-7, 6-0 and Vitas

Gerulaitis ousted
Jaubert6-1,6-1.

Deon

TOWSON — Top-seeded
Harold Solomon defeated
Australian Bob Carmichael 78, 6-3 and third-seeded Peter
Fleming whipped South
African Ray Moore 6-4, 6-4 in
second-round play in a Grand
Prix Tennis Classic.
In other matches, John
Sadri ousted John James 7-5,
6-4 and unseeded Ferdi
Taygan upset eighth-seeded
Nick Saviano 6-2,6-2.

Senior guard Jaina Washer (21), who scored 26 points in her
last outing, will be gt Hickman County tonight, along with the
rest of her Murray Nigh teammates, to face the fakons. The
Tigers are 3-3 on Hie mason.

.Sporfs At A Glance
Transactions

NBA Standings

BASEBALL
American Leads.
144.TIMORE ORIOLES-. WeedNelson Braes. ptcher, for dos purpose of
giving Bun his uticonditional release
BOSTON RED SOX-Signed Kevin
Kane, pitcher
NEW YORK YANKEES-Signed James
Campbell, pitcher
SEATTLE MARLNERS- Named Danny
O'Brien president and chief executive
officer
BASK ETBA U.
Mellowed Basketball Associatlea
BOSTON CELTICS-Traded Dennis
Awtrey, center, to the Seattle SuperSonics
for their 1479 No 1 draft choice
FOOTBALL
Nadas& Football League
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS.- Named Jim
Mandan assistant head coach, and Joe
Gibbs offensive backfield coach
OLYMPICS
LAKE
PLACID
OLYMPIC
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE- Named
The Rev J Bernard Fell president.
COLLEGE
IOWA STATE-Named Donnie Duncan
head football coach
MISSOURI SOUTHERN- Named John
Salavantts assistant football coach.

Dresses
Price

1/2 price
1/2 price
Ladies Vinyl

Vinyl Coat

Pant Coats

Now

Regular

Now

$60.00 $2499

Men's Dress & Sport

Shirts

Natioaal Basketball Associatlos
At A Glean
By The Associated Press
Easters Coidereace
Atlantic DIV15/011
L
Fri G6
Washington
S 13
600
Philadelphia
26 14
650 2
New Jersey
21 20
.512 7%
New York
21 24
.412
Boston
14 27
341 144
CeNtral Dlytalsa
San Antonio
W 14
.636 Houston
25 18
.581 24
Atlanta
25 21
.543
Cleveland
17 28
366 IPS •
Detroit
14 W
.318 14
New Orleans
14 13
294 UK
Western Cattleman
Midwest Tavisfew
Karam City
Ti 16
628 Denver
24 21
513 4
Milwaukee
21 27
.43I iN
Chicago
17 16
305 II
Indiana
16 a
344 114k
Pacific Otirighs•
Seattle
27 15
643 los Angeles
W 17
AS
%
Phoenix
26 19
AI 2%
Golden State
22 72
.411I 1%
Portland
Sari Oleg°
X
.447 Svi.
WeamilliKell Games
Kansas CV,lik-lbolanle
Atlanta in,Parties. 1111
New him 11111, Datil 110
Philadigplela 10, Cleeelepd 94
washowton 112, New Orleans 10'2
Seattle 112. Indiana 101
San Antonio 119, Denver 101
Milwaukee 123, Phoenix 111
San Diego 119. Los Anggles 117
Houston 104. Golden State 103
Thursday's Game
Phoenix at Detroit

--74112—

College Basketball

Ladies

1/2

PAL

1/2

Prite

1/2 pace
,

EAST
American 43, W Chester St 53
Boston Col 90, Connecticut W
Boston U 160, Northeastern 73
C.W. Post at Wavier, ppd, snow
Colgate 75, Union 15
Duquesne 74, Gannon 40
La Salle IS, Niagara 74
New Hampshire 86, Dartmouth 57
New Haven at Adelphi. pad . woe
Pittsburgh 77, Cleveland St 51
Scranton at Camelia ppd snow
Syracuse 144, Siena 92
Upsala 87, Worcester Tech 69
W Virginia 72. Penn St
51
_ SOUTH
Baltimore 41, Robert Morro. 60
Fairmont 72, Salem 48
Florida So 86, Biscayne 63
Jacksonville GI, N.Caro-Chsrlotte $7, oT
Jacitsonville St. 73, Delta St 71
Maryland 77, Clemson 63
N Carolina 70, N.Carolina St 69
Presbyterian at Citadel, ppd
Shepherd 104, Southeastern 73
Southern Tech 101, Berry 88
Tenn.-Cluittangs 71. Georgia So 69
3 OT
Virginia 93, Virginia Tech 78
Virginia Commonwealth 95
tild`
DorniMnri 17
W Kentucky 18, Morehead 76
W Virginia Tech 81, DavisliFliu
ns g9
W Virginia Weal 88,
Wheeling
MIDWEST
Flail St at No Illinois, ppd tram
Bowling Green 67. W Michigan 56
Cent Michigan It. 00E7
77
Cent Missouri 91, NW Missour
P, Michlaan 72. Kent St 71
Minas, St 73. Finuteville 66
Indiana Cent 106, Wabash 78
Iowa St 811, Colorado 59
Missouri M. Kant,,, 55
Missouri So 82. Bockhorn 40
Nebraska 65. Kansas St 63
No Kentucky 43, Akron 56
Oklahoma M. Oklahoma St 59
Oklahome City IS. Debi, Rapt
"9
St ?rant's. Ind. 74, Indians
Tech 43
St Josephs, Ind. 76, Valparaiso
It
St Mary, Ken 79,
Southwestern $4
M.AdWardrrin• 46.14o4w • 1
own si
Toledo 63, %aft, (Mon 54
- 11438/11111WERT
Arkansas St 71, Texas Arline,,,
Texas ACM 74. Arimium 64 (IT 71
WV=
wagiongton $3, Pacific i
Redlands 70. Poniasse-Pttair mherin 47

That's The Contention Of Coaches Landry, Noll
Super Bowls that we weren't
in, then I read accounts of the
game afterward and there
was a difference between the
game I read about and the
game I Saw," Noll said
Wednesday.
"I guess I have an appreciation of defense and one
of the things you're going to
find in championship games
are pretty good defenses
because you don't get here
unless you have a good
defense.
'There are some people who
may not have the appreciation
for defensive football that I
have, people who think the
best games are where you run
up and down the field and
score a lot of points ... That's
not outstanding football, in my
view. An absence of defense
doesn't necessarily make
things more exciting. I think
you have to be able to play a
total game — and I think you
have two total football teams
here," Noll said.
"What's more, I think
people who really appreciate
and understand the game —
and by that k mean all facets
of it, not just points and bombs
— appreciate how exciting
Super Bowls really are."
Landry, too, seemed almost
to recoil at the thought that
Super Bowls are boring."How
can you say that? The Super
Bowl is almost like constant
sudden death. You can make
mistakes during the season,
loge gomes_,_ then make up for
it the next week.
"Heck, we had plenty of
experience in that area."
nQuas was a-mediocre-6-4 at
one point during the season,
then reeled Of_six straight
victories.
'But in the Super Bowl,

sburgh two points on a safety
and started the Steelers'
comeback), you naturally get
teams playing conservatively
to avoid those mistakes."
With teams as explosive on
offense and murderous on
defense as the Steelers and
Cowboys, it figures that
neither team will dominate
the qther, as has happened so
often .— but Landry doesn't
rule out the possibility of a
runaway.
"All one team has to do is to
get the jump on the other
team, to break the other
team's concentration, and you

vow- whole season can hinge
°n one or tyve_playai one or two
mistakes, maybe.That,to me,
exciting,
--u- --tandry- td:

have the possibility of a game
getting out of hand," said the
Cowboys'coach.
"Take the Los Angeles
game (for the National
Conference title). Heck,
there's no way in the world
we're 28-0 better than the
Rains, but we got the jump on
'em late in the game and they
couldn't recover."The same thing happened in
Pittsburgh, where the Steelers
blew out the Houston Oilers 345 in the American Conference
championship, putting the
game away with 17 points in a
48-second span just before

halftime
Clearly, both teams have
the personnel capable of
turning a nail-biter into a rout.
Says Mike Wagner, the
Steelers' free safety: "What
we're dealing with is two
highly potent offenses and
even though both teams have
great defenses, there are too
many game breakers. You
just need Lynn Swann to get a
half a step or Franco Harris to
get half a hole or Tony Dorsett
to get to the outside or Roger
Staubach to get an extra halfsecond of protection and we're
talking not just about a big
game but potentially about a
touchdown every time.I

CHOICE
CHOICE
CHOICE

Mazda GLC gives you 3 greateconomy Cars
to choosefrom:
5-door Deluxe
Hatchback

5-door
Standard
Wagon

The 1979 Olt is stiff the
fewest
priced importest_il*
3-door HatcIsb
_ 4ak—
chbeek in the U.S.
-All with told-down split rear seat, reclining front
bucket seats, new larger 1.4 litre OHC engine and more.

-And because that's the way it
is, with one play or mistake
turning things around the way
It did in our game here three
years ago )Reggie Harrison's
punt block that gave Pitt-

800 Chestnut St. Carroll-VW-Audi-Mazda 753.4850

Who'll Pay You 9.534% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Gw
E
vult
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates hare a 6 month maturity (181 days). The minimum deposi
t
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate
is
subject to change at maturity. This 9.534% rate is effective on certificates
purchased from now through January 14, 1919.

,WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES
OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT TOUR NEEDS:
ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

TERMS

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

ANNUAL
INTEREST

3 months

$1,000

5.5%

5.653%

1 or 2 years

s1,000

6.0%

6.183%

2/
1
2or 3 years

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

$1,000

7.25%

7.518%

$1,000

7.50%

7.787%

$1,000

7.75%

8.057%

Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn
feiture Of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the before maturity amounting to forpassbook rate.
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Fouls Help Sonics Drop Pacers
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By the Associated Press
° Indiana Pacers Coach
Bobby Leonard is crying foul
play.
• The officials just killed
Us," Leonard said Wednesday
night after the Pacers lost 112102 to the Seattle SuperSonies,
who were whistled for only 19
fouls in the game, compared
to 28 for Indiana.
•'Seattle's a good club; they
don't need those breaks,"
Leonard said. "We're going to
send the tape (of the game) in
f-to ttl, National Basketball
Association office. We've
been playing good basketball
and this kind of officiating
really hurts us."
Guards Gus Williams and
Dennis Johnson also helped
kill the Pacers, scoring 26 and
21 points, respectively, and
keying a 17-4 second-quarter
tear.
Seattle, a team which
recently has done very well
with the referees, outscored
Indiana 24-12 from the line. In
a 108-99 last Sunday to Los
Angeles, Seattle was whistled
only 11 times — equalling a
Season NBA low — and Los
Angeles went to the line just
six times.
If we went to the line all the
times we got fouled, it would
have been a much closer
game," Leonard said. "The
stets were almost even except
for free throws and fouls, and
it was on our home court,

,

A

basket. John Drew led all
scorers with 36 points for
Atlanta.
Portland now has lost fivein
too!"
row.
a
Elsewhere in the NBA,
Nets 1N,Pistons 14
Kansas City clobbered Boston
John
Willianuion scored IS
120-99, Atlanta edged Portland
111-110, New Jersey got by points and Bernard King had
Detroit 106-99, Philadelphia 25 for New Jersey, and the two
defeated Cleveland 107-94, keyed an 11-2 spurt midway in
Washington downed New the fourth quarter that gave
Orleans 112-102, San Antonio
defeated Denver 119-102,
Milwaukee downed Phoenix
123-118, San Diego got by Los
Angeles 119-117 and Houston
edged Golden State 104-103.
Kings 120, Celtics 99
Scott Wedman scored 32
points, 14 of them in the fourth
period, to guide Kansas City to
their seventh victory in eight
By WILL GRIMSLE:Y
games.
AP Special Correspondent
Boston, which has lost seven
MIAMI, Fla. — The man
of its past eight games,trailed expected to lead the Pittby five, 84-79, going into the sburgh Steelers to an unfinal quarter as Cedric precedented third Super Bowl
Maxwell scored 20 of his 35 victory Sunday is a big, blond
points in the third period.
bear with a marshmallow
But Wedman and Bill heart.
Robinzine, who had 17 points,
''I am basically shy," said
led the Kings on a 14-4 burst quarterback Terry Bradshaw
and Kansas City pulled away as he nervously fidgeted in the,
for an easy victory.
spotlight that goes with being
Hawks 111, Blazers 110
the Most Valuable Player of
Center Wayne Rollins the National Football League.
scored on a layup with seven
"I am not used to this kind of
seconds left in the game to attention. I would be a lot
extend Atlanta's longest happier sitting out there at
winning streak of the season to poolside by myself spitting
five games.
tobacco."
Ron Brewer hit two free
The road to the top in his
throws with 10 seconds left to profession hasn't been easy
give Portland a 110-109 lead. for the 6-foot-3, 215-pound
But Atlanta called a timeout veteran, who has suffered
and then got the ball to the 7- through jeers as well as
foot-1 Rollins for the winning cheers from Steeler fans, who

the Nets a 9447 lead after
trailing 116-113. King had seven
points in that stretch and
Williamson four.
King also hit four crucial
foul shots that gave New
Jersey a 103-93 lead with two
minutes to play.
70ers 107,Cavs 04
Bobby Jones' fast-break
basket %filth 6:38 left in the

first period snapped an 84 tie
and Philadelphia cruised to
easy victory over Cleveland.

Money Market Certificates

Rockets 104, Warriors 103
Moses Malone hit two free
throws with 15 seconds left to
give HQiistun a 104-99 lead, and
the Rockets held on to bend
Golden State its fourth
straight victory.

TERI

610,000.00

Based On Each Week's Treasury
This Week's Rate 1.714%

44% More
Than U.S. Treasun
Auctios Bill Rate

Interest On All Savings Is Compounded Daily

'Basically Shy' Bradshaw
Nervous In The Spotlight

linr MAlaraiii twins A Isbasolid alsre5Po*
Savings,p,lans
offeryou maximum allowable rates
for any insured financial institution.

TERN
once heard the crowd applaud
because he suffered a
shoulder injury and who
another time, after losing the
starting quarterback role,
confessed:
"It's tearing my guts out."
That was nearly five years
ago. Today the balding,
pugfaced native of Louisiana
is the hottest commodity in the
game, voted the most valuable
player in the league in the poll
of sports writers and broadcasters of The Associated
Press.
He has had a brilliant
season in leading the Steelers
to a 14-2 record and two impressive playoff victories. It is
his rifle arm, producer of 2,915
aerial yards and 28 touchdowns, that has established
the Steelers as a 342 point

fillAIWITUR RATE

MINIM DEPOSIT

6 Months
1182 Days

favorite over the defending
champion Dallas Cowboys in
Sunday's title game in
Miami's Orange
A pleasant, easy-going,
nonvindictive man, Bradshaw
wishes to et bygones be
bygones.
"I thought once the Steelers
were going to trade me — that
was when I was benched in
favor of Joe Gilliam," he said.

8Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

MINIM
DEPOSIT
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
No Minimum
Deposit

RATE
8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%

EFFECTIVE
/ANAL TIRO
8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

5.75%

5.92%

5.25%

5.39%

No Minimum
Deposit

Murray
Murray
Downtown
South
Branch
Branch
Hopkinsville
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

Faith has been one of
Bradshaw's
intangible
weapons in the restructuring
of his social aod professional
life. After a broken first
marriage,
he
married
Olympic figure skater JoJo
Starbuck. He bought some
horses and cows and settled in
Grand Cane, La. His football
career.. blossomed. Life
became beautiful again.

•••••••

7th and Main
753-7921

OM*

715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

Oulu .0,11.NG

LENDER

MiIIer Mystery

APV.
as .

NBA Roundup

LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!

Demise Of Once-Mighty

1 Vir

Golfer Uneviain.ed
•
4,
FIT PERFECTLY
AND BEAUTIFULLY
IN YOUR KITCHEN.
Nc0/0/
you can give
your kitchen a bright.
new look—easily and
inexpensively—with a
n e w GlamourTopTy
Brand counter top.
Select from the
signer colors and patterns. Well customize
to your measurements—and you'll
have a new took in
. your kitchen at a
fraction of remodeling prices.
Come in today for the
full story. See how
GlamourTop'm Brand
can make beautiful use
of your counter space.

Roy
Harmon
753-4124
South 4th St, At Murray
Drive In Tinier,.

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PHOENIX — The mystery
of Johnny Miller continues.
"People keep coming up to
me and asking what happened," Miller said. "If I
knew,I'd bethe fiist person in
the world to tell them."
The game — the rifle accuracy with the irons, the
almost casually deadly putting — that dominated golf a
few short years ago, has
deteriorated. He's reaching
the stage of life when most
players are at their peak.
He's never played worse.
In the three years starting in
1974, Miller won 14 tour titles.
In the last three years he's
won none at all.
In 1974 he won $353,021. Last
year he won $17,440._
"A few years ago," be said
while waiting for the rain
clouds to ciisapinnik over the
weather-troubled Phoenix
Open, "almost every time I

weitend Special

Steak Dinner
For Two
S4P9

SAVE on the specialty of the
house' Two Sizzlin' Sirloin
steak meals include regular
$2.79 sirloin steak. potato
Stockade Toast_ Thursday
thru Sunday this month

STOCKADE
All.Arnencan Beef

BEL-AIR CENTER

Thelma Miller, Johnny Miller and
Jeannie Pat Kingins, wish to express
many thanks and appreciation for the
ads, of kindness and sympathy extended to our family following the
_death of our husband,father, son and
grandfather, Cy Miller, who had
operated the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, for the past 25 years. Special
thanks are extended to the BlalockColeman Funeral Home, Dr. Donald
Hughes, who was so considerate and
helpful, and to Oneida White and
Gwyn Key for the beautiful music.
The Miller Funeral Home will now
continue operation under the direction of Johnny Miller and Thelma
Miller, both licensed funeral directors
and embalmers. Ambulance service
24 hours daily, will still be available
'telephoning 492-8758.

got in position to win,I won.
"Now I can't even get close.
I'm trying to work my way up,
improve my game so people
aren't surprised when I finish
as high as 20th.
"I think I'm trying too hard,
swinging too bard. I was
always tinkering with my
swing. Even when I was
winning all those tournaments
I was making little changes,
trying to improve.
"Now, I'd just like to get
back where I was before."
Miller, who won seven times
in desert events during his
glory years, is trying to start a
comeback in his favorite
tournaments. He was less than
completely successful with a
tie for 55th last week in the
Bob Hope Desert Classic. He's
looking for improvement here,
weather permitting.
Offigials delayed until the
last minute to make a decision
whether to go ahead with the
tournament, scheduled to
start this morning on the 6,726yard, par 71 Phoenix Country
Club course.
The course was inundated
by two days of rain that
washed out Wednesday's proam. Pools and puddles, some
six inches deep, collected all
over the course. Late Wednesday, officials lined the
fairways and decided that, if
play was possible, players
would be allowed to lift, clean
and place balls in the fairway.
The tournament, offering
$250,000 in total prizes, drew
one of the strongest fields in
its long history.
Heading the list was John
Mahaffey, who comfirmed his
dramatic comeback of 1978
with a victory last week in the
Hope.
Other standouts include U.S.
Open champ Andy North, Gil
Morgan. Mark Hayes, Tom
Weiskopf,
Andy
Bean,
defending champion Miller
Barber, Lee Elder, Ray Floyd
and Ben Crenshaw.
Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be televised nationally by
CBS.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seboorliters abe Mee est
received tbela beepe-doivored
copy if Th. Sweep Wear I
Times by SIN pa. lideardsy•
kid* it by 3336 p.a. ea
Saturdays it. urged to all
7534116 betimes 51)1
dSp..M.uds,'ft4d.y,it
*,
339 p.a. end 4 pm. faier.
dem to boon delivery if ttio
sateogegar. Calle mad be
pioced * p.o. weekdays it
4
SOIT/roft to georatte•
daptety.

STEREO IL CB
BLOC
KBUS
TER
BIG FEATURE AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER!
STA-85 by Realistic"

9

95
Reg.
29905

SAVE $100
It's our most popular power receiver at a price you can't afford to
miss! New black-face styling plus superb Sound! With 35 watts per
channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.3% THD.Auto-Magice FM tuning, Glide-Pathe volume/balance controls, Ea switch for recording Dolby* 31-20e1
_arm

VlSA
CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

SAVE MORE ON A COMPLETE STA-85 SYSTEM!

SAVE
1308°

Reg. Separate
Items Price

569"

439

• Realistic STA-85 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Realistic AOC-1400 Bass Risser Stereo Sposs•rs with Genuine Walnut Veneer
Cabinets
• ReeNstic LAB-200 Changer with Ultra-Modern Bass Hinged 0 •0 Corer and 529.95Value Reellstk/Shur• Magnetic Cartridge

TRAVEL SAFELY WITH A MOBILE CB!
TRC-422 by Realistic
as
se 0n)
national
----

STEREO HEADPHONES
FOR PRIVATE
LISTENING
PRO-206 by Realistic

TV

95

14

R
2
!
e
4

$7
1
SAVE 4095

Reg.
1199
'

Ideal winter traveling companion, Help is at your fingertips—
priority switch lets you change from any channel to Emergency Ch.
9 or Highway Information Ch. 191 3-way PA/Monitor/CB switch
— use PA system and still receive CB calls Takes winter driving
worries off your mind' 21 1531

SAVE
$10
Listen to music while others in the same room read or watch
TV' Constructed with snap fit headband and space age engineer
ing for durability Soft foam -filled vinyl ear cushions contoured
to ears 10' coiled cord 33 1008

RADIO SHACK'S REALISTIC AUDIO LINE WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1954, CB IN 1960

Most items
also available al
Rad.° Shack

Dealers

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
A DIvISION Ui TANo,

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sot.
Closed Sun.

Look for 111,,,
5.9r5 fn your
n

&ghoor hood

Ratko

Thaelt
OCALOON

PORICFS MAY VAMY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
ATION
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Skin Conditioning

Lotion
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ome items not exact

as •icture

Aqua Filters
Disposable Cigarette

11

Fitters
Filters Out More than 75% of tar & nicot
Package of 10

S In I
Theme Book
150 Shoots
No 51.19

Metamucil

.Eff Peanut
Butter

A otortorel vortoblo powilor for froorfosofit

of constipation.

Chloraseptic

Pond's
Cream & Coca
Butter Lotion

Anesthetic Antiseptic
Not fon
Throe baof
bit.,awry
401. um.
•

I

Creamy Sr

Croncli
11 Di. lot

CE

Boys Fashion

Gowns

Jeans
Pre-Washed
Denims &
Corduroys

Large Selection
Ladies

ar

Assorted
Styles, Fabrics r"
& Colors

Oniy

Ladies Dingo

$688

Sizes
S-M-L-XL

Boots

si

Ladies
Fashion

Yc

Scarves

Mow

W

By Acme
Reg.$32.99

Save Up
To $8.00

Or

zes 4-18, 26-28

bi

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.

Neat Bulb
Low-Discount Prices

$327

Fireplace
Screens

to

Glass Screens
Width 29"-37;,2Height 29"-3142"
Reg.$88.57

tO

Is

Close Out Salo$
69
69

Snap
Starting Fluid

More Specials From Uncle Jeff's All New

Pipe Wrap
Insulation
3"z25' Rolls
With 30' of 2"
Wide Vapor Seal$1

Fireplace Screens

Log Holders

with 8"
Reflector Ideal
For Heat Bulbs

PI

Harthglass

-Tubular

Clamp-On
Yard Light

Norsk.

Hat mglass

SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT
Thermal
Insulated

G I

STYLE

Genuine
Army Type

17

1

r

Roll I
Foam-Felt L Metal

WeatherStripping

Bottoms

al

'aro

DISCOUNT PRICES
Electric

large Selection

Discount
Prices

Winter Golves & Socks
Uniroyal Red Ball
Insulated

Heat Tapes
6-9-12-18-24 & 30 Ft.
Lengths. Automatic
& Non Automatic

Top Lace

Start It

Anti-Freeze &
De-Icer

Snowmobile
Suits &
Insulated
Coveralls

Boots

$317

Wipe-R Clean
Windshield Washer

gallon

Discount Prices

Dura-Flame

Fire Logs
4000
Watt
220 Volt

We are in the process of fully stocking our all new sporting goods
department with fishing tackle. Come in and browse around.

•
•
11

•

'Stove

Bernz-O-Matic
Propane

Fuel
Tank

•

139°°$1

14 Oz Ilottlf

tre110

$147
- --,..

Franklin

•Fireplace
,

California Cedar
Burns for 3 Hours

i
81cOsil%

mit

Duct ,sammio
Tape
199c
30 Ft. Rol

'

Heet
Gas Line el%
Antifreeze

411P - - •

Absorbs Moisture,
Prevents Frozen
Gas Lines

$399

97

-..-117:
:—..2;--

1111110
sw — -

MO Ft' Roll

.
•
.. -----.,

,

Easy Test `'

%
a•
INle
•
•
•

di

•
•
•
U

a

N

S
:116. iNesiviiripe......v.......vw.......vw,...%....._.A.....vAiwa........i.....%%................,.
.-each

Close Out

674
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Truman Ritchie
Likes Driving...

170 Miles Daily
MAYS LICK, Ky. (AP) —
Truman Ritchie and his
commuter friends would
rather commute 170 miles
round trip to work every day
than live in the city.
At age 51, Truman Ritchie
has spent the last 20 years
commuting from his home
here to the General Motors
Assembly; Division plant In
':Norwood, Ohio. ''It's like
-driving to the grocery store,"
he exaggerated, adding that
he sleeps better because it's
quieter in the country,
although he doesn't get as
much time in bed.
When he first started with
General Motors, Ritchie took
an apartment in Norwood.
"I couldn't stand the noise,"
he said."I like to lay down and
have my quiet. We lived near
some railroad tracks."
In a couple of weeks, Ritchie
was back living in the country.
Back then, there wasn't
another job to be had in his
area. Now, he can't afford to
leave General Motors.
So he gets up at 3 a.m.,so he
can be at work by 5:36 a.m..
He often works nine hours a
day, six days a week, on the
assembly line putting sealer
around car "T-tops." For six
years before, he installed
remote side mirrors.
He leaves work at 3:30 p.m.
and it's time to make the trip
back home.
"I get three or four hours t of
sleep) and take off," he said.
"They say when you get older,
you need more sleep, but it
doesn't seem to bother me."
Ritchie alternates driving
with four other men so each
one only has to drive one day a
week, unless there's overtime.
Like Ritchie, the other men
want to keep their_ 'mimes in
the country.
Clyde Hanun recalls his
brief encounter with the city.
"Some of my kinfollehad a
place there (Cincinnati), and
we stayed there for a few
weeks. But when I'd get off
work, I couldn't find anything
to do. It worried me to death."
The car takes the river route
along the Ohio River.
Although it's usually too dark
to see in the morning, the ride
Is nice on the way home.
There is a stretch where
Hamm once came charging
over a hill into a flash flood.
Ritchie did the same thing
years earlier.
'We had water up to the top
of the seat," he said. "Finally,
we had to get out and sit on the
roof. That old car was never
the same after that." ,

Isime lbe 110
116041
1407 W. NAIN0 PHONE 7534681 Jas. 11 through
Jae. 24 liff WAY ACCEPT FOOD SUM
Lai Wan

PEACHES
With $12.5411Wditioaal
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Prod.
With $12.511 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Prod.

59
Hunts

--TOMATO SAUCE
Del Monte

U. S. Choice

INSTANT COFFEE.

PINEAPPLE

SIRLOIN
STEAK
$18

/00z

Sliced, Crushed or Chunk

Clorox 2 All Fabric

BLEACH GRAPEJUICE

Musslemon

APPLE JUICE
Pride of Illinois White or Golden
Cream Style
Hefty Tall Kitchen

John Sellers
To Speak Soon
John L. Sellers, chairman of
visual communication and
head of the advertising design
Syracuse
at
program
University, will be a guest
artist lecturer at Murray State
Tuesday
on
University
evening, Jan. a
His presentation will begin
at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
and
Commission
Arts
National Endowment for the
Arts, along with Murray State,
the program is open to the
public at no charge.
Sellers, a former partner
and creative director of the
Les Hart Agency in Nashville,
has worked a number of years
in the graphic design field. He
has served as art director of
Motive Magazine and won
more than 100 awards for
advertising and editorial
design.

WORCHESTERSHIRE SAUCE

59"Bus
9 DOG FOOD
59 CHICKEN

Del Monte- WPiflwur
Golden Cream styi.

n, Twin Pet

CHILI MAC .
Chef Boy Arde
In Tomato Sauce

c

Shack 8 Bake

SPAGHETTI
Bright 8 Early Frozen Orange

JUICE

JELLY
MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS THE
FINEST MEATS IN TOWN!
U. S. Choice Boneless

Poets Eligible

TOP ROUND STEAK

For Competition.

U.S. Choice Boneless

Poems of all styles and on
any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize of
81,000 or for 49 other cash or
merchandise awards in the
poetry competition, sponsored
by the World of Poetry, a bimonthly newsletter for poets.
Joseph Mellon, contest
directos, says "We are encouraging poetic talent of
every kind and expect our
contest,,to produce exciting
discoveries."
Rules and official entry
forma are avilable by writing
to World of Poetry, 2431
Stockton, Department D.
Sbcramento, Calif. 95817

Florida

SIRLOIN STEAK..

ORANGES
lb

lb

89'
$219

Florida

TANGERINES
Golden Ripe

BANANAS
Fancy Washington Red or Gokien Deliclous

4.lb

98

$1
I •

$798

5 lb. bog 9
)
fC

dozen 210 size

49'

I'

P
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43
1. LEGAL NOTICE
11.111.1111111W

1. LEGAL NOTICE

•

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

DRIVER TELEPHONE
BOOKS
FULL OR PART DAYS
Moe or Wawa over IS MI6

CARTER
PHOTOGRIMIIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
*Portraits
763-112$8

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Common Council, City of Murray, will hold a
public hearing on the proposed one-waying of 8th
Street and 9th Street from Sycamore to Olive
Street, 8th Street would be designated for one-way
traffic_ going south and 9th Street would be
designated for one-way traffic going north. The
proposal also calls for the removal of on-street
parking on the east and west sides of both 8th and
9th Street. The public hearing will be held on Thursday,January 25,1979,7:30 p.m. Council Clambers,
City Hall Building, 5th and Poplar Streets. All interested citizens are encouraged to attend and exress their views and comments.

witoweilike aro needed la
Myron and Arrant. Delivery
shah /bra laraiwy 31,
1979. Strad wass, address,
ose, Madre. ossatur, type
If auto, issarowe compary,
whil hews ovallablo tha a
card to D.D.A. Caw., SoxP3127\1\
Th. Ledger ern Taws. AA
Forel Opporteeity
elovw•

For Commercial
Or Residential
Snow Pushing
Call 753-7833
or 753-4661

Check
Your
Ad

City Clerk's Office
City Hall Building

-Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Murray,KentgclirCIWI:
NOTLCE

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
SEE THE new Monitor fifth
wheel, travel trailer by
Hoiday Rambler, Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy 80 E.
Mayfieldy, KY. 247-8187.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
J3tt., phone 753-3128.
SALE! CHECK our cash and
carry red ta4a specials
through out store, through
February 15th. Carroway
Furniture, 105 N 3rd

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

•••• r".
e
i. A.0

News, Society and
753-19l(
Sports
Retail Display ad-

-

vertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached an 753-

1916 and 753-1917.
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
on earth greater than
Crrtet us show you how
YOU MO may have this love.
0UrgSione-it answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God, Not A Tape. Call 759
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCIIL-FM
102.3,Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJ P-AM, Sundays at 12:30.

Crossword Puzzler

pronoun
ACROSS
Answer to Wednesdav's Puale
8 Note of
1 Clualit+,
scale
6 Giant
9 Real
11 Riposte
.
A FARES*
10 Approaches
t3 Observe
TA A
H_E HERE
allow12
Waste
14 Pronoun
Al
T
IDLE
ance
t5 Restricts
A'
¶3- public
17 Symbol for
ELEASE
16 Harvest
• tantalum
MISS
19 Churlish
,48 Vat
It's A
10Encounters 21 Lurid
23 Begin
21 Mink e g
Fact - 22 God of love 25 Violin maker
Free Gift
-24 Chinese. pa- 27 Before
_29Plural end-9041
Wrapping
ing
-as- arictaiack
Is A Specialty At,
Resounds
31
Emtnence
26
33 Fond wish
28 FundamenStarks hardware
34 Shade
tal
12th & Poplar
Brawled
36
11) Unusual
48 yellow
pronoun
32 Time period 37 Candle
753-1=
14 Colorless
ocher
39 Abound
33 Lead
FREE FARKING'
47 Bushy
51 Sun god
11 MOTE
16 Mix
clump
53 State Abbr
43 Possetsive
37 Trial
U Strike
40 Dolphinlike
FREE
cetacean
Nearing Aid
42 Residue
43 Sharpened
Service Center
45 Sailor
a.m.-12:00 Noon
48 Greek letter
47 Seesaws
Friday, 19th
NI With
Wallis Dreg Store
SD hpstakes
52 Posted
Murray,Ky.
54 Peruses
Behest of Boehm
55 Oar
Benton,Ky. Ph.527-8463
DOWN
1 Stale
2 Come back
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
3 Near
r Studio negatives. If you had
• Electrified
pictures made at Love's
particle
during the past 25 years, we
5 British
can supply you with reprints.
streetcar
Carter Photographic Studio,
6 Hauls
753-8298. We copy and restore
Dar by Unitwel Feature endieer
7 Possessive
old photographs.
PUNTS
ii1C155 ME ONCE AND
KiSS ME llilla..THEN

-

K155 ME ONCE A64N...

940.1.10WAVE TO BE
WET IN A LIBRARY SIR!

2 NOTICE

are
.AdYertis•rs
fiegitested to check the
first insertion of acts for
This
corr•ctions
be
will
newspoper
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY

Swimming
Pools
Woofers Ky. Pools

442-9747
Padeealt,
3 CARDOFTHANKS
THE CHILDREN of Earl
Adams -erish to express our
sincere thanks and ap•
predation to all our friends,
family and neighbors who
were so kind to us during the
illness and death of our loved
one. Also to those who
brought food, tor the lovely
flowers, those/who visited the
funeral home, the kind
words, the ones that visited
the family at .home, the
preachers, Coleman Crocker
and Hayes Grady, the
singers, to many for prayers
in our behalf, to the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home for
their
kind and efficient
service. Thanks again and
may . God bless each ,end
yOu. Mabel,
everyone of
Billy and Dan.
S. LOST 8. FOUND
A young female
FOUND
Setter bird dog in vicinity of
6.41N and Coles Campground
Church Road. Call 753-2307.
LOST: GOLD Tiger Eye
charm bracelet near Krogers
in parking lot. Call 759 1942.
4. HELP WANTED
AVAILABLE NOW, position
in the business office of a
large medical practice.
Business off ice experience
mandatory, some medical
experience helpful but not
apSend
mandatory.
replications to BOX 943.

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
32. APTS. FOR RENT
COUCH, $50. Refrigerator. FOR RENT. 2 Federal
$40
Registered French housing unfurnished aparPoodles, $75. Caprice car, tments Call 753-8668.
S796. Kenmore washer and
APAR
dryer. $150. 753-8333 after 5 FURNISHED
MENT InquWe 100 S Path St
Pm.
FOR SALE: 4 horsepower NICE, SMALL, furnished
at
air compressor, 'General apartment for rent. See
aL
Electric, lay down, 180 gallon 1414 Vine.
tank, single these. 1450. Call 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
171.2776 after 6 pm.
LAKE SHORE home unfurnished, 3 bedroom; 2
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
baths, couple only. $250 per
FOR SALE: Twin size
month. Security deposit and
conmattress, excellent
references required. Call 753
dition. Call 753-2911.
8572.
GOOD USED recliner, 130,
HOUSE with
LUXURY
312 years old. Call /89 2475.
carpet and garage, $250
GOLD NYLON living room
month. No pets. 753 8333
suite, $150. Call 753-6432 after after 5 pm.
4 pm.
TWO BF&DROOM- for rent in
HOUSE FULL of furniture Dexter.
and
Stove
for,sale. 753.7$7.
refrigerator furnished. Gas
heat. 753-4661.
TWO BEDROOM house,
Used Furniture
furnished, fully carpeted,
Used Appliances
water and garbage pickup
furnished. 1 mile from city
Used T.V,'s
limits. Call 753 5405 after 6
Hodge & Son, Inc.
pm.

256 So. 5th

MiniSleTAAWY
A uctioneer Realtor
Appraiser
1.11 501 429-29IE 475-3,11

South Fulton Tenn

Waldrop Realty

In Business
Since 195
753-5446
YD-11 Al
REM. ESTATE
153-8080
Pr, essiona I Se nicer
iLL Tl.F rwriW)'Nisch

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-4758

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP,
EIGHT, GOOD feeder pigs,
call after 5 pm, 753 5532.
3$. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC
REGISTERED
Minature Schnauzer, male,6
old,
weeks
$150. 753 5335.
BE
SHOULD
ERROR
AKC REGISTERED Irish
Stand by portable
Setter,
months
8
old, male
REPORTED IIAMEDIATELgener3tors for power
$85. 753-0916.
If SO, PLEASE CHECK
Windpower
failure.
FOR SALE: AKC registered
Generac
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
and
Maltese, 759-1217 after 5 pm.
generators in stock.
FOR SALE: Full blooded
AND NOT/FY US PROMPCollie pups. Call 753-4003
TLY IN CASE OF AN
after 4 pm.
ERROR.
TWO MCC registered Poodle
--puppies. Very reasonable.
Call 492-8457.
901-642-8544
FOR SALE: 29 gallon
43. REAL ESTATE
aquarium and accessories. Hwy. 54 W.,
Call 753 9382 after 5 pm
IT's NEVER too cold.., to
Paris, Tennessee
move when the price is right!
If you'd like a place'tataiSe a
Yaleated: Lk:eon hel Estate
IF YOU
few
hogs, keep a chicken or
GLEANER
KKS
1973
salesperson rio ore intwo, an extra large garage,
NEED THEM
382-2327.
combine.
wortrn ii We
terested
and two farm out buildings
489-2414
21. MUSICAL
Airport
Murray erre. Ceetect &mho
we have it. Also has a 2
bedroom home with all
Ambulance
753-9332
Maw,753-326.1
and washer and
appliances
PIANO IN STOSAU
Comp. Care
753-6622
-dryer...call 753-1492...offered
e
ceipag
~,
8
Beautify'
Fire(City)
7534441 A 1414.1CATOALS- 1313kW
-by Lor-etta Jobs Realtors.
stored loco*:IsLeMsi
GlaSS
Fire(Count));
753-6952 accepted at Murray
nee. 1-,._W yam, oueCompany. 753 7117
Rustic Lake -11TiespIterei
rater Parents 753-1362 BABYSITTER, MONDAY- nom it ido owlep 'io leiRero's hie born Hat lots
Hospital
753-5131 through Friday, 2:30 10 4:30, 'ppm* balsear. Write Hall
we got ewer, from it al. A 3
Hum. Rts. Corn: 753-0849 in my home. Must have own
Plus. Aialla, Wowed 64101.
U,2 1sI6 thowth &wiped for
transportation 753 1155.
Humane Soc
759-4141 BABY SITTER from 7 am to
1rnog. Specises dewsSIX MONTH old Spinet
Learn To Read . 753-2288 3:30 pm. Ca11753 5476,
Mars woo eernases Medea,
piano, yours by assuming
delft oree and smut rows
Needline
753-NEED DEPENOABLE, LOVING low
monthly payments. Also
with kakis firopleea. Oaty
Parents' Anon. . 753-1792 babysitter for 12 year old, a used upright piano.
from 9 to 5. Preferably close
sibyl's hew tows. $47,5011.
Poison Control
753-758C to University Phone 759.4770 Clayton's formerly J & B
Music. 753-7575.
Jobe Sol*, Realtor
Police
753-162i after 5 pm.
Rescue Squad . .753-6952 HELP WANTED. Terminal
F1111 SALE: used high
operator, line computer. Will
Senior Citizens
753-0929 train Prefer person ex
back pitmo. Approx. 60
office
in
Sheriff
753-3151 perienceo
Or dr..„gat se
Permanent, full
procedures
years old, in good conState Pol.
1-800-.592-5401 time Sena resume to Box
dition, needs tuning,
This list of telephone 32W, Murray, KY 42071.
753-1411
$150. Call 753-5322 afnumbers is published NEED TWO nice ladies who
$250
to
$150
earn
to
like
would
ter 4:00 p.m.
through the cooperation of
per week. Miist be willing to
The Murray Ledger & take
training in your area.
3. EXTERMINATING
Times and the Social For interview, send phone
number and write; B
Concerns Committee. Christenberry,
W
1402
Readers are urged -to clip Hillwood, Murray, KY 42071
the list and keep in handy WANTED, BABYSITTER in
my home for 1 year old Bam
near the telephone.
111,
to 2.15 pm. Need own.
transportation, 509 Beal St.
Call 7536474. 9. SITUATIONS WANTED
RELIABLE LADY wants
jobs.
cleaning
weekly
References. Call 753-7450.

•

GATESBORO
RESIDENTA L LOT..
120' wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water & sewers.
Priced Right To Sell
$4,950. Call BoydMajors Real Estate 753-8080 for additional
Boydinformation.
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

"FAMILY AFFAIR" "Quality Plus" best
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel.
with
Fireplace
heatalator, built-in appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump,
thermopane windows
are only a few of the
quality features of this
home. The price is
right! 30's. Phone
KOPPERLTD REALTY,753-1222.

IF YOU'D like a half acre
with trees and a creek...see
in
lot
beautiful
this
to
Gatesborough. Priced
move at under $6,000. Call
753-1492 or 753-8221...offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors

Allernegeam,

INVITATION
TO BID

Ail
Ford Supply

The City of Murray will accept bids on
one (1) pumper fire truck for the Murray
Fire Dept. Specifications may be obtained in the Clerk's -Office, Citir.-Liall Bldg., Murray, Ky. Forlurther info call
Jackie Cooper,Chief 753-1688 or 1344.

WILSON

°DixieCrean'
Now Open Sundays From

7 a.m. to 1 p.m.

74E 6aff.A.•

Located 1006 Chestnut St.

it
an"1

"rf iirn

tom-L
ittetc.ct33331,-,.
t

11111

weifeei-

Kelley's Termite
4 PeatDV

Seg_

LONG TIMe.eartri-

Motley Auction
Realty Sales

36. RENT OR LEASE

KINGSIZED BED with
Beauty Rest mattress and
box Springs. 30 year un
conditional
2
guarentee
years old,4350. 753-0916.
SEARS PORTABLE washer,
2 years old, $75
GE
refrigerator, 13 years old,
$50. Call 434.2283
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in _PaduCah call 1443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
19. FARM EQUIP.

43. REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT HOUSE with
7 apartments, located on S
16th next to college, for sale
Also for sale, 2 bedroom
trailer on lake front lot in
Panorama Shores . Call 43623.41 anytime, or 436 2122
after 5 pm.

43. REALE-STATE

s
"'
.
"
.
24. hit SCE LLAN E151:Tr
SUITS, excellent
BOY'S
condition, sizes 12' and 14,
$8.00. Other clothing items as
well. 767-4471.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Oak
, . and hickory, all good wood.
437.4346.
FOR SALE: Tent, EMSKashawalsh, 7 lbs, 2 persons,
double A frame, waterproof
floor, $70. Call 753-9369.
SALE! WE have over 40
portable buildings on our lot
for sale, fully erected, with
heavy duty floors As much
as 20 per cent off on some
models. Immediate delivery,
terms. Morgan Portable
Buildings, 4121 Clarks River
Road, Paducah. 442-1354.
SLEEPING BAG, North
face, prime goose down fill, 2
lbs, 13 oz, $60.Call 753-9369
erb rit...11116 6.41,
^0.di - S. ,
after 6 or 762 3824.
kri is.sr*iria gam art we
Share Shwe
26. TV-RADIO
Item.Ins & Da1019.1111
CONSOLE COLOR t.v. Call
ME.Main 7 1,0
pi
753-0623.
TAKE UP payment on 25
14. WANT TO BUY
t.v. under
color
Inch
warranty. 753-7575,
27. MOB.HOME SALES
WANT TO
1972 FIFTH AVENUE, 12' X
OLDER NOEL VW, 60',
2 bedroom, gas heat,
BlE
MUST
contest air, underpinned,
trodowns, wesher and dryer,
MECHANICALLY NU.
turntshed with hose fur163-4588 AFTER 5 p.m.
niture. Extra nice. 17200. 7538780.
-100 ACRE ROW crop farm, 28. MOB.HOME RENTS
level, fertile, desire owner MOBILE HOME, 12 X 60', 2
753-5610.
bedroom, two baths, all
terms, no realtors.
I H 460 or 560 gas tractor; Colt electric. Call 753 1377.
NICE MOBILE home, small
AR IS or M16/11fle. 753-11411.
quiet covet, 1 or 2 persons,
585. 753-0216 after S pm
TWO BEDROOM mobile
Want To Buy nine
home in country. $65 per
Chest of drawers.
month plus deposit. Call 4742318 after 5 pm.

"Yes,Mom,
O1( new home is
fully protected..!'

MKT

MY
MATTRESS
15 50
HARD - - -

I DIDN'T GET
MUCH SLEEP
LAST NIGHT

I HAD TO GET OUT
OF BED SIX TIME'S
LAST NIGHT JUST
TO GET SOME REST

"We've
the Shield!"

DEPRESS THE SPRING TO
RELEASE THE LATERAL
LATCH ALLOWING ENTRY
OF THE COCKING MECHANISM

STICK THE
GIZMO IN THE
THIN6AMAJI6

ITS

Time FOR nie
HONEY

Dill after 5 P.m.
436-2742,

if

TWIN BEDS, prefer maple
Call 753 8393.
WANT TO BUY good used
rnoble homes. Call 502 5271362
ARTICLES FOR SALE
NINNINIMosmoimilm"1.11Mir

IT'S too iarcot "N
I'VE SOT TO TELL
SOMEDODY

ri.L. suer!

FOR SALE
dish"it's portable
washer made by Roper
good eendifise,

is

6150. Call 753-6322 after 4:00 p.m.

30. BUS. RENTALS
FOR RENT: 900 square feet
office space, located at 703 S
4th Street next to Black's
Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr., or call 75301139 or 753 5287.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
Mit inn
spire .Commercial
southrlde of eriart-aquar•
Formerly thitetren •I Corner

•

ALLIS-CHALMERS

FREE
SUPPER
AND

DOOR
PRIZES
The
Rising Power
in Farming

featuring the

Allis-Chalmers
Spokeswoman

Come on over to watch the musfcal Albs-Chalmers show presented by the Allis-Chalmers
Spokeswoman. It's fun, entertaining and informative You'll envoy watching the lovely and
alented Expo '79 Spokeswoman, and talking with her after the show
ring your family to On us and your neighbors to( some good or country hospitality Then sit
Pack and envoy the Alhs-Chalmers Expo '79 featuring the Allis-Chalmers Spokeswoman
You'll see what's new in the Big Orange kne of tractors. implements. and Gleaner combines
Expo 79 is a show you won't want to miss Plenty of songs. music, and laughs the whole
family can enjoy After seeing Expo 79. you'll know why Allis-Chalmers is The Rising Power
in Farming

FRIDAY, JAN. 19th
SUPPER- 6:00 P.M.
ALMS-CKSI.P.41111.11

For
AvAilot.ie
Spare
iirtial contact. airi ilverby,
now

B&G Equipment, Inc)
Dresden Hwy.- Paris, Tenn.

Morey,7$1120.2

•
va=e-reassiswileirwirewrewss

,•
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ay. . •
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come as our guest

tertainment for all
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43 REAL ESTATE

43 REAL ESTATE

witfl
on S
sale.
-oom
of in
4342122

HUNBARGAIN
DELIGHT.
TER'S
Would you like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all? Take
a look at this practwo
tically
new
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only $21,500. Don't
delay - phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY,753-1222.

Fivebeautifaacres in
"
New Providence area
plus 3 bedroom mobile
home plus older home
in need of repair.
Private drive to
property makes this a
Lovely buy at $15,750.
The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors.

43. REAL ESTATE
GUESS WHAT? You can Still
buy a 2 bedroom brcik with
central heat and air on 1,7
acre lot for under $30,000
For more information call
753-1492 or 437 4466. Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors

1111.11M1.11111111
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance Si Real Estate
Southsocka Court Square

Murray, Wreck y

The Nelson Shrost Co.,
REALTORS

753-445

South 12th at SVC/IMO"
TELEPHONE 751 1051

Professional Sers t es
With The Fro-mil) rut. h

A property for investment is the 70
acres we have in
County.
McCracken
Some tendable land
and lots of good timber. Owner would
trade for Calloway
County property or
would consider some
financing.
owner
$35,000.00.

THRIVING BUSINESS. . . Includes InGroceries,
ventory.
gasoline, notions also
restaurant equipment
included. Call us about
additional information
on this excellent
business opportunity.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

ANOTHER NEW USW
How to beat inflation! Buy
something that inflates with innation! And here is an ideal home
- for just that purpose. It's located
In Lynnwood Estates just
minutes from town and priced to
sell. Owner would consider par_ tiallinancing of dyment.i!
necessary. Just caff us if you'd
like to see the house.
Large Patio

T.V. Tower

Chain Link Fenced Back yard

a
- Iledrete
1111z14-

ii

111:

Ilwtio

CEP

- Kitchen
24'9'
Ref

UN*
Carport
i21

Living Room
11'9" x 22.9

Paved Drive
Bedroom
10'91E11

Bedroom
10'9" 112
Covered Front Porch

1

John Smith
Realtor
Call

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARi,J3ROTHERS 3. Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395 4967 or 1-362 4895.
BUILDING REMODLEING,
block laying. 20 year exCon•
perience.
Duncan
struction Co. 474-2318.
BLOCK
CONCRETE
A
WORK. Block garages.
basements, driveways,
49. USED CARS
walks, patios, steps, free
1977 CAMARO LT. Red with estimates. 753.5476_
white vinyl top, AM FM
CLEANING, at
radio, factory tape, power CARPET
Prompt
windows and door locks, reasonable rates.
condition. Call 489 2161 and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 4891774:
ecir 6 pm
CLEANING, free
1969 CONTINENTAL 4 door, CARPET
satisfied
estimates,
gold and black, extra clean, references. V ibra-Vac steam
new tires. Call 436-2427.
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
1970 CHEVROLET IMPALA, gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
4 door, excellent motor, Cleaning. 753-5827.
power, air. $290. 759 1583.
'CAN'T GET those small jobs
1967 COMET, MERCURY, around the house or mobile
398 engine, factory built home done? Carpentry,
8
'vs Ste 1 F e.61,,,e Syndicate inc
power. Call 492-8341 after 4 painting,
plumbing,
pm anytime on Saturday.
siding, patios,
aluminum
small concrete jobs. Call 136
2562 after 5 pm.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
estimates for your
free
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
needs.
HOUSE AND shop building
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
The Gas Savers"
on approximately five and
Sears continuous gutters
from
your
per
500'
only
acres
one half
installed
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
specifications. Call Sears
area. Property is desirable
753-2310 for free estimates.
for development for cottages
INSULATE AGAINST the
C.
John
trailers.
or
Realty
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
1111
Realtor,
Neubauer,
attic insulation and foam in
7113-1222
Sycamore St. 753.0101.
place urea fromalehyde
no
estimates,
1972 FORD CUSTOM 500, Free
Kentucky
r.Rent
power obligation.
brakes,
power
EXPECT TO BE IM- steering, air. 1500. Must sell. Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
Call between 10 and 2, 759- Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
PRESSED - If unique
(502) 435-4527.
4908.
is what you seek, we
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
FOR SALE 1974 Dodge,
have it. This 3-story, 5
wheel drive, '2 ton short Sears, save on these high
wheel base, mag wheels Can heating and cooling bills.
bedroom home has all
Call Sears 753.2310 for free
be seen at 404 S 9th St , $3,000
the extras - marble
estimates.
390
GALAXY,
FORD
1969
CARROLL COPE IROKER
fireplace, built-in apengine, runs good, needs LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
pliances, spiral stairbody work, $150 Call 736
call Ernest White, 753.0605.
ways, central vacuum _ 2283
1974 GREMLIN,47,000 miles, NEED TREES cut? Landolt
and intercom, custom
Tree Service. Call George
new tires, 35 mpg, $900 436
drapes
made
Landolt, 753.8170
2263
throughout. This is _ 1971 PINTO, 4 cylinder, NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- S25-rick. Call
that "dream home"
automatic,$250. 498.8716.
John Boyer at 753-8536.
you have been waiting
5O. USED TRUCKS
TUNING and repair
1973 CHEVROLET 4-wheel PIANO
BOYD-MAJORS
"
.
flat
for,
Price
Jackson 753 7149
drive, big tires and wheels. Call Joe
reduced. Phone KOP_after
-REAL ESTATE
a_prd.._
eek-fwd.4Pidicik.s
excellent
w-A1111.115-ROOF ING,
753-8080
with utility bed 435 4489
753 1486
-,
Call
753-1222 for courteous
1974 DODGE D 600 with references.
and 3:30 pm,
1Professowia I Services
gravel dump, 5-speed, 50,000 between 7 am
and
competent
reel_
With The Fnend/y Touch"
-actual miles, A-1 Shape. 16151 ask for Shelley.
estate service.
or
FLAT
ROOFING,
232 7404 Dover, TN
NEW YEAR! NEW
water proofing and
EXTRA NICE 1974 Datsun shingles,
years
15
homes.
mobile
46. HOMES FOR SALE
HOME! First Time Ofpickup,$1775. Call 489.2595..
ex_per *rise. call 435.4113.
fered. . . Rare OpBASEMENT? We
WET
eBrU11°C-R
c 11"7"lerg
:
'
br_j
r- iviic&JpS
,tiOUSe,
-7oaf
7
1
,
l
rui
796'
goact_
Ttet
Che
poptasnity to buy-Brand
Trv-Tngrotim.
WM running Shape, S400. See it at HUSK!, inlet begerrterrfS dry-,
guaran3
Home.
New
handcrafted. cabinets in 408
4th St., Murray Ice work tomplerlelY Morgan
teed.. Call or write
kitchen 4nd utility, 2 full. Company.7531813.
Bedroom, 142 baths,
2,
Route
Co.,
Construction
tile
ceramic
bath" With tUbS
FORD PICKUP truck,4electric
economical
and showers and marble top 1977 drive, F150. Days; 753- Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
wheel
1night,
42001, or call day or
vanities. Family rooni,
baseboard heat w/inevenings 753.6132.
442.7026.
covered porch, 3 bedrooms,2 8533,
dividual thermostats,
blocks from University. Wall 1967 FORD TRUCK. Short WILL DO plumbing, heating,
to waft carpet, 82 gallon wheel base,5675. 492-8304,
new GE appliances.
carpentry repairs. Call 753
Quick recovery hot water FORD 5 LUG, 10 inch white 2211, if no answer call 759
All this on a beautiful 2
garbage disposal, spoke rnags. 492-8304.
153).
acre lot in the country.
storm windows,'heat pump,
double installation in walls,
DON'T MISS THIS
floors-, and ceilings, chanBoyd-Majors
ONE!
delier,
double
wide
Real Estate, 105 N.
driveway. Shown by ap
pointment
only.
O.
John
12th St.
Pasco, 753-5791 or 753 2649

U.SERVICES OFFERED
WET BASEMENT? Repair
and water proof, all work
guar enteed. Call Paducah,
442.8017. Cole & Associates.
WILL DO babysitting on 121
Calloway
and G
county Line. Call 459-2763

Si. FREE COLUMN
TWO
KITTENS, male,
housebroken, good mouser
759-1824 or 753•1813.
$Y. WANTED
LOOKING FOR any ty- pe of
job. 759 1583

r

759-1716

STARTER OR retirement
home on quiet street near
hospital. This two bedroom,
living room (newly paneled)
and combinatin dining
kitchen can be yours for
under $20,000. John C.
Realtor,
1111
Neubauer,
Sycamore St., 753.0101 or call
Bill Wilson at 759-4985.

44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE 11
2 acre shady
/
lot, well, septic tank, trailer
pole, $3,000 753-7975 or 437
4608
IS. FARMS FOR SALE
78 ACRE FARM with house
and one out building for sale
5 miles from Kentucky take.
Call weekdays after 6 30 pm
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday 753 7244

753-7411 (Anytime!)

Or Call

Ron West -753-9894
Linda McKinney - 7534561 Bill Harrison 759-4531

Ai101 Boyd-Majors
Real Estate

V)MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
L___753-11080
j

REALT- -)P

Frofeasiunal Sers t es
With The Friendly Touch"

Murray
Mayfield
Wingo
"Do Business Where Business Is Being Done"

"15 TH15 ANOTHER ONE OF YOUR
"MEETING9 AT THE SUMM1T?ii,

-J-1KOPPERUD

QUALITY
REAL

5271469 753 9625

JUST THE PLACE FOR YOUR FAMILY TO CALL NOME

DIAlvisjUrP4
Murray
Datsun, Inc.

FOR Sat!

604 So. 12th St.

KOPPERUD

1

Realty
753-1222

NORNSUCKLE BARBER SHOP
EVE Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE NOUNS

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00 6-Monday-Eriday2:30-Noon
PRICE NAIR CUT Ws.
For hospital I house calls please call
l 3-36
lmt
s:
v"
5 one
ne
day in advance.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY ...
751-0984

_

p to 12'x -24. Also barn style, ofFloorfices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
160. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

KOPPERUD REALTY

AM-VETS
POST45
Will be having a dance Friday
and Saturday Wight, January
19fh-aid 20th featuring Sandy
and the Silver Dollar Band.
Sales And Merchandising
Representative
Your career can moos ahead
further, faster at Lorillard
Our initial training, at full pay, is specifically
designed to help you develop your potential as a
representative for our leading tobacco manufacturer. After training, you'll start by contacting and
servicing local retail outlets in Hopiunsville Murray area while promoting our products
We also offer an outstanding compensation package
which includes salary, benefits and company car.
Sales experience is helpful but not Mandatory.

Call Lorillard
at Box 28738
Memphis, Tenn. 38128
New Listing about 1 mile W. of Puryear, Tenn. Neat 3 bedroom frame home,
large living room, kitchen, carpeting, range, exhaust fan, draperies included.
Electric and/or wood heat. On approx. 1 acre, blacktop road. High 20's

LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
With this new listing located where city and
county meet. Beautiful Colonial Salt Box 4
bedroom home that offers a feeling of
spaciousness and freedom to its lucky owner!
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all the
details. We work in all kinds of weather!

LOCAL REALTORS
WITH NATIONAL CONNECTIONS
Recently we announced our membership in North America's largest Real
Estate Marketing Service, the HOMES FOR LIVING NETWORK. Our expanded
Marketing Service includes the following:
We are transfer specialists distributing thousands of HOME FOR LIVING magazines
monthly locally and coast to coast. g
2. ARms with RELIABLE EXPERIENCE.
3. In addition to local newspapers, we advertise your property in picture form locally and
1.

internationally. No advertising tells a story as graphically as a picture!
4. Use of extensive radio and TV advertising.
5. A conveniently located modern office with plenty of parking. Open 6 days per week.
6. A staff of full time sales associates ready to serve you at a moment's notice (not
when they get off their "main" job).
7. A formal and complete training program for the soles force.
8. Enlists the services of over 950 HOMES FOR LIVING members representing 2000 offices, 9000 communities, 25,000 associates, to sell your property.
9. An exclusive network of referring Realtors to assist you with your next move.
10. Membership with the leading National Multiple Listing System as well as MurrayCalloway County Board of Realtors Multiple Listing Service.
11. Cooperation with all Realtors in the sale of your property.
12. Heavy emphasis on advertising and public relations.
13. A 24-Hour telephone answering service.
14. Membership in major local, state and national real estate organizntions.
15. Licensed to list and sell Real Estate in both Ky. and Tenn.

ask for
your FREE
magazine

An • • ual opportunit em •loyer I M/F

Antique Auction
at Sterling Antique Auction Rouse,
Naze!, Ky. Jan. 20th, 1979 at 7:00 p.m.

;

irs
nd
sit
an
55

3le
fer

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION...
You'll have no delay in putting your family in this comfortable 3 or 4 bedroom
home located on a large lot in excellent neighborhood. Home has 1 42 baths, all
appliances,large closets & many other extras. PRICED TO SELL NOW!

C.

Boyd-Majors Real Estate
WINTWIShropsMre 753-5277
Berbera Erwin 753-4136
Reuben Moody 753-9036

Avdra Meetly 753-9036
Horner Miller 753-7319
B. B. Hook 753-2317

We are having our first auction of the new
year. Come and bring a friend. We will
have lots of merchandise: Pocket Watches, China, Brass, Clocks, Mirror*.
Light Shades, Picture Frames, Fire Finders, Biscuit Barrels, Pot Stands, Tin
Boxes, Bowl & Pitchers, Hall Tidy,
Vases, Barometers, Oil Lamps, Platters,
Coal Boxes, Chamber Pots, and many
other items of Bric-A-Brac. Pine, Oak,
Walnut, Mahogany, Bamboo, Wicker and
One Oak S-Rolltop Desk. Many other old
and collectable items.For information call

Sunny Parkhill -(502)492-8720
Auctioneers

Col. Waitus E. Natloy

Col. Doe Ellis

WE CAN HELP YOU BUY, SELL OR TRADE
A HOME ANYPLACE IN THE USA AND CANADA

Member
Multiple
Listing

711 Main
Murray,Ky.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

REALTOR•

24 Hr. Phone
Ph.753-1222

0
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Funeral Today For
Mrs. Mignon Sabo
Graveside rites for Milus
King will be held Saturday at
11 a.m at the Beech Grove
Cemetery with the Rev.
Harold B. Howard officiating.
The funeral was held
Saturday, Jan. 13, at the
chapel of the Max Churehill
Funeral Home, but the burial
rites were postponed due to
the road conditions.
Mr. King, 77, died Jan. 11 at
the home of his sister, Mrs.
Juanita Branson, Farmington
Route 1, who survives, along
with one son, WORM Robert
King, and three grandchildren,- David, Jon, and
Danny King, all of Union, Mo.

Funeral services for Mrs.
W. Mignon Pierce Sabo of
Dearborn Heights, Mich., are
being held today at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. Willard Beasley

Services Are Today For Red' Burrow
The funeral for Alvin D.
(Red) Burrow, 1634 Hamilton,
Murray, was held this morning at 11 o'clock at the chapel
of the Honibeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with the Ray.
Dr. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,

Murray, where he was a
officiating.
.
member,officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Burial was in the Obion
Union Ridge Cemetery near
Memorial Gardens
County
Aurora.
Mrs. Sabo, 62, died Satur- there.
Mr. Burrow, 51, died
day. She was a member of the
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Dearborn Baptist Temple.
County
She is survived by two -Murray-Calloway
Hospital. He was a switchman
sisters, Mrs. Frank (R. E.
Mrs. James for the South Central Bell
Sepko and
McCartney, Telephone Company and had
Tommy)
Dearborn Heights, Mich., and resided in Murray for the past
one brother*s E. Pierce, 13 years.
Survivors include his wife,
Benton.

Mrs. Linda Mitchell Burrow,
Murray; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Burrow, Fulton;
two sons, Dave, Paris, Tenn.,
and
Ronnie, Fulton; two
grandchildren,
Ronald
Christopher
and
Jennifer
Burrow; sister, Mrs. Johnny
Green, Memphis, Tenn.,
brother, Mac N. Burrow, and
step brother, John Reeks,
Fulton.

Federal-State Market News Service
January llt, 11110
Kentucky Purdmie Area Hog garket
Report Includes7Diming Stations
Receipts: Ad. 4(7 am 350 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 Miller Sows steady to
11 00 lower
US 1-2 100-230 lbs.
M1.75-31.00
US 2300-240 Ito
101.1041.75
LIS 2-3 240-50 lb..
100.5041.50
US 2-4300-360 lb..
va.so-ie.so
sows
US 1-3 270450 Um
143.0444.00
US 143641Milbs.
$41.10-43.00
US 1-3 4111141111114.
543 0444 OD
US 1-3111141alta...$44.11446 111 tem 4350
US 2-3*MO .
$46.00-41.00
Boars 131.0436.00 mostly 36.00

Get en on the RCA
Greet Rebate and save big
on RCA's beet-aaang Color
TVs! Just buy one of the Great Rebate
models shown below, fHt out the money-back
certificate that we wHI give you, end send It to
RCA with proof of purchase. You'll stet a check from
RCA in about elx weeks.
Offer good between
Jan. 18 and Feb. 24, 1979

Prices of stock ot local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger k limes by First of Miclilsin.
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
lndostnsl Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland Oil
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler.
Ford Motor

KING'S DEN

General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein
—MC
Penriwalt
Quaker O
name
Wal-Mart.
Wendys

All

Sweaters

CM:
It

+1.16
21% +%
Mk +4S
3450 AS
61% -%
biliB SakA
10% +%
42% Al
12% +44
I% zinc
17% -/
3
4
57% +%
31 +50
1.II50 unc
1250 +%
20% one
MSInc
13% +%
IN% AS
2614

30B 30%A

LAKE DATA
4eentucky Laker? ant 355.0,
down 0.4.
Below dam 319.6, down 0.9.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.0,
down 0.3.
Below dam 327.9, down 1.3.

Sunset 5:02. Sunrise 7:05.

Our business is
your business

Save on these 25'diagonal
RCA -ColorTrak consoles.77-with ChanneLock electronic
keyboard control

GreatRebal

Getting the
color right,
automatically.
That's what
RCA ColorTrak
is all about.

RCA's ELECTRONIC
REMOTE

CONTROL
Turn set on and off
Adjust volume Select
all 82 channels instantly
from the comfort of your
chair On-screen
channel number and
time display

LiC935R

90 days,6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, 61,000 minimum
30 months maturity, S1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, 51,000 minimum
6 year maturity, $1,1300 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
Iffective 1-15-79 dery 1-24-79 Money Market Certificates,
9.534%
Now rotes eetsblished weekly
Six months, $10,000 minimum

Save on these 251Idiagonal
RCA ColorTrak consoles
with all-channel electronic
remote control

Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re -written within tan days after the maturity the
of
existing
Certificate.

PENALTY FON WITNDRAWAL

PRIOR TINATUJITY OF A TIME DIPOSIT

As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973, you
may not withdraw all or any part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the
time such request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required fe, give its consul. If Is bank
does
consent the following penalty will
_
assessed on the amount wifildrawa.

The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn
at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of
withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for
the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of throe months or for the period since the date of
the deposit, whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account
of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount
requested by the depositor to be withdrawn.

Great Rebate from RCA on
this 19'Llagonal X14-100 Color TV
Features
- RCA's XtendedLife chassis with only.
69 watts average power usage Automatic
Chrome Control, Automatic Fine Tuning
Super AccuLine picture tube

